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1. Foreword

1 Foreword

This PhD thesis focuses on two key aspects of modern genomics, which can be ima-

gined as the extremes of a complex technological and scientific pipeline: these are the 

de novo assembly of a genome and the use of dense Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms 

panels that results from the mapping of such markers on a reference genome sequence. 

Between these two extremes there is a wide number of other investigation areas such 

as genome annotation and SNP discovery that allows to exploit the existence of a ref-

erence genome into population-wide studies. This work results from the involvement 

in two research projects: the International Buffalo Genome Consortium and the na-

tional SELMOL project for the application of molecular methods to the improvement 

of domestic cattle and other species. The work presented summarizes my work in these 

wider framework. In particular, it covers the assembly of the water buffalo genome us-

ing 2nd generation sequencing techniques and the application of the Bovine BeadChip 

v.2 to the study of five major national cattle breeds. 

1
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1. Foreword

2 Theoretical background

2.1 Introduction

Each cell of a living organism contains chromosomes composed of a sequence of DNA 

base pairs. This sequence, the genome, represents a set of instructions that controls the 

replication  and function  of  each organism[1].   The  complete  structure  of  an  indi-

vidual's or species genomic structure can be determined, within certain limits, using a 

combined set  of laboratory and bioinformatics techniques called genome assembly. 

Genomics is the analytic and comparative study of genomes, has became possible with 

the advent of modern and automated techniques which allow scientists to decode entire 

genomes. Current technologies (2nd generation sequencing) allows to produce DNA 

molecules (reads) of length up to a few thousands of bases,  orders of magnitude less 

than the total genomic length of a even a bacteria, with a cost proportional to actual 

length. To overcome this limitation, a technique called shotgun sequencing[2] has been 

developed (Figures 1-3): 

1. the DNA sequence of a given organism is sheared into a large number of small 

fragments (whole genome shotgun sequencing or WGSS) 

2. the ends of the fragments are sequenced

3. the resulting sequences are joined together using a computer program called an 

assembler

The basic assumption of this approach is that two reads sharing a common substring 

(i.e. the same sequence of nucleotides) will probably originate from the same genomic 

region; the assembler program exploits these overlaps to join the reads together as in a 

jigsaw puzzle[3]. However, there is a number of problems that must be taken into ac-

count when joining the reads: first the shearing problem is (not completely) random 

and thus to ensure reasonable covering of all DNA we have to sequence much more 

reads (from 8/10X to 50/60X more nucleotides than actual length) and even in this 

way there's still a portion of the genome that will be lost because of sequencing tech-

nology limitations; second, reads are short which means that overlaps are not unique 

and a  number of branching overlaps is obtained when analysing the data; third gen-

omes contain long repeated regions that may fool the sequencing algorithm. A number 
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2. Theoretical background

of sequencing and algorithmic solutions has been proposed to address these problems 

that have lead to different assembly strategies. Shotgun sequencing was introduced by 

Frederick Sanger in 1982[4]. A quantum leap forward was made in 1995, when a team 

led by Craig Venter and Robert Fleischmann of The Institute for Genomic Research 

(TIGR) and Hamilton Smith of Johns Hopkins University used it on a large scale to se-

quence the 1.83 million base pair (Mbp) genome of the bacterium Haemophilus influ-

enzae[5] 

Even if the WGSS strategy was the base of these assembly projects it was applied at 

the end of a pipeline that involved the use of large DNA sequences called  Bacterial  

Artificial Chromosomes  (BAC)[6],[7]:  DNA was broke into BACs which were then 

mapped to the genome to obtain a tiling path, after which the shotgun method is used 

to sequence each BAC in the tiling path separately. In contrast, whole-genome shotgun 

sequencing (WGSS) assembles the genome from the initial fragments without using a 

BAC map. The first genome assembled completely with the WGSS protocol was Dro-

sophila melanogaster in 2000 by Myers and coworkers[8] and in 2001 the first version 

of the human genome was published by Venter and coworkers[9].

3

Figure 1: Genomic DNA is broken into a collection of fragment

Figure 2: The ends of each fragment are sequenced

Figure 3: The sequence reads are assembled together based on sequence similarity



2. Theoretical background

2.1.1 Sanger Sequencing

Sanger sequencing [4]was the first widespread method used for genome assembly and 

the first algorithmic strategies to assemble genomes were based on this technology. 

This method requires a first step (see Figure 4) in which is generated a certain amount 

of  DNA to  be  sequenced.  Starting  from  a  single  oligonucleotide  of  DNA named 

'primer',  it is possible to produce  unlimited clones of the same fragment. This ampli-

fication is permitted by the use of DNA polymerase, an enzyme that allows the syn-

thesis of a new strand of DNA because binds the deoxynucleotides using the primer as 

a template. One of deoxyribonucleotides triphosphate (dNTP) required for the syn-

thesis  of  DNA is  marked  with  radioactive  markers.  If  radioactive  nucleotides  are 

present, they are randomly incorporated into the growing chain causing the chain ter-

mination. The cloned DNA can be divided into four aliquots in each using a different 

type of ddNTP molecules and giving rise to ending each with a different type of radio-

active dideoxynucleotide. Within each tube will have millions of chains of variable 

length, but each with the same base at the 5 ' end, which is the primer. The products of 

four reactions must be loaded on a denaturing polyacrylamide gel, which is able to 

separate DNA strands that differ even a single nucleotide. At the end we will have four 

tracks each containing bands at different heights. The DNA chains all begin with the 

same primers, but are interrupted at different points. All the broken chains at the same 

point form a band, all those broken in the next step will form another distinct band 

from the previous, although the difference was  only one single nucleotide. At the end 

of electrophoresis, the position of the radioactive DNA bands are determined by auto-

radiography from which is possible to view the sequence of the newly synthesized 

chain. Sanger method has been greatly improved since its first release in 1977, yet the 

cost time required to obtain a complete genome with this technology are still  quite 

high. 

4



2. Theoretical background

Figure 4: Sanger sequencing workflow

2.1.2 Second Generation Sequencing

The development of 2nd generation sequencing technologies [10], [11] allowed to over-

come the cost limitations in sequencing experiments posed by the Sanger approach. 

With these techniques, developed starting from 2000 the cost per base sequenced was 
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2. Theoretical background

reduced by orders of magnitude. Currently, three main technologies are used in gen-

ome  assembly  research:  Roche  454,  Illumina-SOLEXA and  Applied  Biosystems' 

SOLiD. All of these share common steps (see Figure 5) and reads produced by most 

2nd sequencing technologies can be grouped into two wide categories: 

1. single end reads, obtained sequencing one end of a DNA molecule

2. paired end and mate pair reads, obtained sequencing both ends of a DNA mo-

lecule, separated by a unsequenced region of known length (insert size) from 

100/200 bp up to several Kbp; pairs are particularly useful to skip over repeat 

regions and to join different set of reads grouped by the assembler (contigs).

3.

2.1.2.1 Roche 454

454 sequencing [12]is a sequencing system, currently commercialized by Roche Ap-

plied  Science  corporation  since  2004  (http://www.454.com/).  The  DNA to  be  se-

quenced is first fractionated into fragments  (see  Figure 6) which are fitted with ad-

apter oligonucleotides on either end and denaturated.  These adapters provide priming 

sequences for both amplification and sequencing of the sample-library fragments. The 

DNA is fixed to the surface of streptavidin-coated beads on which is done a PCR reac-

tion, with the addition of emulsion of water/oil to avoid cross contamination between 

the sequences belonging to different beads, and the result is a “DNA genotec” derived 

from each fragments. Each beads (DNA genotec)  is than  placed in a well of a special 

6
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chip optical fibers named 454 picoter plate whose pores have a diameter of about 44 

microns and is introduced a mix of polymerases, luciferase, apyrase and triphosphates 

to make the pyro-sequencing. The Pyrosequencing  is a technology sequencing by syn-

thesis. The technique allows to detect the bioluminescence produced at the end of a 

cascade of enzymatic reactions, which, in turn, is triggered by the incorporation of a 

nucleotide. The intensity of the light signal is directly proportional to the number of 

bases introduced by the polymerase in the new strand of DNA. The sulfurylase en-

zyme permits the conversion of the Ppi into ATP in the presence of adenosine 5' phos-

phosulfate. This ATP drives the luciferase-mediated conversion of luciferin to oxyluci-

ferin with the emission of photons in proportion to the amount of ATP. At each cycle 

the entire chip is scanned by a CCD which records light signals corresponding to bases 

inserted.

2.1.2.2 Illumina

The SOLEXA technique,  Figure 7, acquired by Illumina in 2006 for over 600 M$ 

(www.illumina.com), consists of a proprietary flow cell surface for the parallel sequen-

cing  of  DNA fragments  (http://seqanswers.com/forums/showthread.php?t=21).  Illu-

mina reads are much shorter than 454 reads but their cost per base is significantly 

lower and their functional performance is higher. DNA is first fragmented, then it is at-

7
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tached to adapters and denaturated in NaOH, then hybridization buffer is added to shift 

pH to neutral value and library is placed into the channel. In this way primer hybridize 

with a library molecule and the complementary strand have a chance to form a hybrid 

with an other primer. The fragments are then amplified locally and at each cycle the 

extended molecules bends and hybridizes to a second PCR primer forming a bridge. 

After more iterations the channel is characterized by clusters of oligonucleotides which 

are identical. At this point the system reads out the sequences of all clusters simultan-

eously.

2.1.2.3 SOLiD

Sequencing by Oligonucleotide Ligation and Detection is a next-generation sequen-

cing technology developed by Life Technologies (). This technique is based on “se-

quencing ligation” of fluorochome-labeled oligonucleotides [13]. The DNA fragments 

hybridize to a specific section of the adapter. A set of four fluorescently labeled di-base 

probes compete for ligation to the sequencing primer. Specificity of the di-base probe 

is achieved by interrogating every 1st and 2nd base in each ligation reaction. Multiple 

cycles of ligation, detection and cleavage are performed with the number of cycles de-

termining the eventual read length. Following a series of ligation cycles, the extension 

8
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product is removed and the template is reset with a primer complementary to the n-1 

position for a second round of ligation cycles.

2.1.2.4 Third Generation Sequencing

It took nearly two decades to go from the release of the first semi-automated genome 

sequencer in the mid-1980s to the launch of Roche’s flagship 454 FLX next generation 

sequencer in 2005. The new wave of sequencers, (third generation sequencing) will 

likely enable scientists to reach the goal of the $US1000 human genome. But to do 

this, the cost of the sequencing chemistry needs to drop to around $US0.0000005/base, 

or two millionths of a dollar per base (at a 10x coverage). Currently, the cheapest 2nd 

generation sequencers cost about $US0.000001/base. And while this is a gigantic im-

provement on 1985 prices when sequencing cost roughly $US10/base, we are still well 

short of the price target.

Third generation [14–16] of sequencing technology sees single molecules of DNA 

being sequenced without the need for cloning or PCR amplification and the inherent 

biases these procedures introduce. There are generally two types of detection methods 

for single molecule sequencing: those that rely on fluorescence and CCD capture, and 

those that don’t. Instruments that use the first of these detection methods include the 

Helicos  Heliscope  (http://www.helicosbio.com/Products/HelicosregGeneticAna-

lysisSystem/HeliScopetradeSequencer/tabid/87/Default.aspx),  launched  in  2008;  Pa-

cific  Biosciences  single  molecule  real  time  sequencing  (SMRT)  machines 

(http://www.pacificbiosciences.com/products/smrt-technology/smrt-sequencing-ad-

vantage), which have been shipped to their first customers; and Life Technologies-Vis-

iGen system, which relies on fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET).

2.1.3 De Novo assembly algorithms

2.1.3.1 Introduction 

After DNA has been  physically sheared into millions of reads, the assembler pieces 

together the many overlapping reads and reconstructs the original sequence.  An as-

sembled genome is usually composed of the following elements from simple to com-

plex see Figure 8):

1. reads: the raw initial data

2. unitigs: unique merging of overlapping reads

9
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3. contigs: merging of overlapping unitgs plus consesus sequence; uses read pair-

ing

4. scaffolds: linear sequence of contigs joined by mate pairs; uses read pairing

These elements are generated using data abstraction structures called graphs. The two 

most important graph type in current assembly packages are the overlap graph and the 

De Brujin graph; use of either of them actually characterize the two main assembly al-

gorithms i.e.  Overlap-Layout-Consesus (OLC) and  De Brujin graph approach [17–

19]. 

2.1.3.2 The OverlapLayoutConsesus approach

This approach consist of computing all pair-wise overlaps between each reads and col-

lects information into the overlap graph. Each node represents a read and an edge de-

notes an overlap between two reads. The overlap graph is used to compute a layout of 

reads and a consensus sequence of contigs. This method works best when there is a 

limited number of reads with significant overlap. A limit of this approach is that for the 

assembly of a simple organism the number of reads is very high (millions) and con-

sequently the overlap graph became much large. 

10
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The OLC approach was typical of the Sanger-data assemblers. It was optimized for 

large genomes in software including Celera Assembler [8], Arachne [20], and CAP and 

PCAP [21].  OLC assemblers have three phases[22]:

1. Overlap discovery involves all-against-all, pair-wise read comparison. 

2. Construction and manipulation of an overlap graph leads to an approximate 

read layout. The overlap graph need actual sequences, so large-genome graphs 

may fit into practical amounts of computer memory.

3. Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) determines the precise layout and then the 

consensus sequence. There is no known efficient method to compute the op-

timal  MSA  [23].  Therefore,  the  consensus  phase uses  progressive pair-wise 

alignments  guided by,  for instance,  the approximate read layout.  Sequences 

must be loaded in RAM but computations may be partitioned by contig.

The Celera Assembler is a Sanger-era OLC assembler revised for 454 data [24]. The 

revised pipeline, called CABOG, discovers overlaps using compressed seeds. CABOG 

reduces homopolymer runs, that is, repeats of single letters, to single bases to over-

come homopolymer run length uncertainty in data. CABOG builds initial unitigs ex-

cluding reads that are substrings of other reads. Substrings account for a large portion 

of the data in high-coverage 454 data due to highly variable read lengths. CABOG 

avoids the substring-reads initially because they are more susceptible to repeat-induced 

false overlaps.

2.1.3.3 The De Brujin graph approach

De Brujin  Graph  (DBG)  [25] can  greatly  reduce  the  computing  resources 

necessary  to  assembly  of  a  large  number  of  reads  by  breaking  reads  into 

11
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smaller sequences of DNA, called k-mers (k parameter indicates the length of 

these  small  DNA  sequences).  This  method  permits  to  collect  overlap 

information between the k-mers created rather than the reads. When two k-

mers overlap by k-1 length, there is a directed edge from the first k-mer to the 

succeeding k-mer with a correesponding edge in the reverse direction. Multiple 

edges are derived if one k-mer overlaps with multiple, different k-mers by k-1 

length on the side. A k-mer is considered to differ only in orientation with its 

reverse complement,  and only one of the two is  saved. Assembly packages 

based on the DBG include Velvet, Euler, Abyss and SOAP-denovo [26–28].

Four factors complicate the application of K-mer graphs to DNA sequence assembly:

1. DNA is double stranded. The forward sequence of any given read may overlap 

the forward or reverse complement sequence of other reads and several differ-

ent implementations of the DBG have proposed to address this problem.

2. Real genomes present complex repeat structures including tandem repeats, in-

verted repeats, imperfect repeats, and repeats inserted within repeats. Repeats 

longer than K lead to tangled K-mer graphs that complicate the assembly prob-

lem.

3. A palindrome is a DNA sequence that is its own reverse complement. Palin-

dromes induce paths that fold back on themselves.

4. Real data includes sequencing error. DBG assemblers use several techniques to 

reduce sensitivity to this problem. First, they pre-process the reads to remove 

error. Second, they weight the graph edges by the number of reads that support 

12
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them, and then “erode” the lightly supported paths. Third, they convert paths to 

sequences and use sequence alignment algorithms to collapse nearly identical 

paths.

2.1.3.4 The MSRCA assembler

To overcome the limits of both OLC and the De Brujin approaches Zimin et al. (Zimin 

et al., unpublished data) proposed a method that uses the De Brujin graph to merge 2nd 

generation reads into longer reads (Super-Reads) and thus obtain a lossless data set di-

mension shrinkage making it possible to apply the OLC method. Super-Reads are cre-

ated mapping reads on the De Brujin graph and then merging them when a unique path 

is detected between k-mers thus yielding (almost) zero information loss. The MSR-CA 

assembler pipeline is composed of three main steps (see Figure 12) which corresponds 

to the three main software components: 

1. K-mer counting performed with the Jellyfish package

2. Error-correction and Super-Reads creation using the De Brujin Graph; this is 

performed with software developed by Zimin et al.

3. Genome assembly using Super-Reads performed with a modified version of the 

OLC CABOG Assembler

Jellyfish generates k-mer counting statistics and is highly memory intensive; a mam-

malian data with 1-2*109 reads may require 256GB of RAM memory. Error-correction 

attempts to remove sequencing errors using k-mer frequency; when correction is not 

possible reads are trimmed or completely discarded. Corrected reads generate much 

less improper branching in the graph and lead to better assembly results. Super-Reads 

have been covered above and CABOG is the modified version of the Celera assembler 

able to work with 2nd generation data.

The basic goal if MSR-CA  to reduce the complexity of the overlap-based assembly by 

transforming the high coverage (>50x) of the short reads into 5-6x coverage by su-

per-reads, while making only the “easy” assembly decisions. This is done by  creating 

A DBG is built using the most abundant data available (usually Illumina short paired 

ends) and then counting how many times each k-mer occurs in our reads. Each k-mer 

may be extended either by a A,C,G, or T (see Figure 11). If only one of these four oc-

curs in the table, we say it has a unique following (or preceding) k-mer (such a k-mer 

is a simple k-mer). Examining the two simple (if any) k-mers at the ends of a read  the 

read is extended by one base, using the uniquely occurring extension. Now the exten-
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ded read has a new k-mer on its end. The process is repeated on each end until the k-

mers on the end are no longer simple. The process stops at either end when the exten-

sion is not unique of if there is indeed no extension. The resulting read is defined as a 

Super-read. The two most important properties of the Super-reads are: 

1. by design they are at least as long as the original reads

2. many of the original reads yield the same super-read. Using super-reads leads 

to vastly reduced data set 

This much smaller data set is then assembled with a OLC assembler. 

Figure 12: An example of a read whose super read has two k-unitigs

Read R contains k-mers M1 and M2 on its ends. M1 and M2 each belong to one and only one k-unitig K1 and K2.  
K-unitigs  K1 and K2 are shown in  blue and  the matching  k-mers M1 and M2 are shown in  red and  green  
respectively. K1 and K2 overlap by k-1 bases. We extend read R on both ends producing the super-read also  
depicted in blue. A super-read can consist of one k-unitig or can contain many k-unitigs. 
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2.2 SNP panels

2.2.1 Introduction

Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) are the most common form of genetic vari-

ation between individuals, SNPs occur approximately once every 1,000 bases in mam-

malians.  SNPs  are  DNA sequence  variations  that  occur  when  a  single  nucleotide 

(A,T,C, or G) in the genome sequence is altered (see Figure 13). Millions of these vari-

ants are indexed in the National Center for Biotechnology Information's dbSNP data-

base (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/), covering several organisms. To be 

classified as a SNP a variation's Minimum Allele Frequency (MAF) must be more than 

1% (i.e. the rare variant needs to be present in at least 1% of the studied population) 

and must be inherited. On the other hand if the variation arises in a given generation or 

is less common is called a mutation.

SNP arrays (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SNP_array) are a type of DNA microarrays 

used to to detect polymorphisms within a population comparing the studied sample 

with a reference genome and are thus species-specific. Microarray technology is well 

suited to SNP detection. Each SNP allele can be encoded in a single 25-base (or 50-
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base) oligonucleotide, and genotypes can be assigned with extremely high accuracy 

(99.8%;  [29]) by detection of hybridization differences in genomic DNA (heterozy-

gotes and homozygotes can also be identified). Large numbers of SNP-specific oligo-

nucleotides can be placed on a single chip and assayed in parallel on a single DNA 

sample, so the overall cost per genotype becomes very low. This technology allows a 

set of samples to be profiled for SNPs that cover the entire genome at high resolution, 

a "whole-genome association study." There are approximately 10 million SNPs across 

the worldwide human population, and over 5 million of these have sequences available 

in dbSNP at the NCBI Website (www.ncbi. nlm.nih.gov/SNP/snpsummary.cgi). Affy-

metrix currently produces arrays of 10,000, 100,000, 500,000, and 1 million human 

SNPs. Using a different technology, Illumina offers a HumanHap300-Duo Genotyping 

BeadChip that contains a total of about 1 million tag SNPs from the HapMap Project. 

SNPs used to study other species such as cattle or sheep are usually less dense and 

contain ~105 although more dense panels are being developed for species of economic 

importance.

2.2.2 The Illumina BovineSNP50 chip

The BovineSNP50 v1 BeadChip (Figure 14) used in this work contains 54,001 SNPs 

uniformly  distributed  across  the  cattle  genome 

(http://www.illumina.com/products/bovine_snp50_whole-genome_genotyping_kit-

s.ilmn). It was developed by Illumina in collaboration with the USDA-ARS, Univer-

sity of Missouri, and the University of Alberta. More than 24,000 SNP probes target 

novel SNP loci that were discovered by sequencing three pooled populations of eco-

nomically important beef and dairy cattle using Illumina's Genome Analyzer. Addi-

tional content was derived from publicly available sources such as the bovine refer-

ence genome, Btau1, and the Bovine HapMap Consortium data set. The current ver-

sion (v2) contains 54,609 SNPs. Recently, Illumina has presented the 777,000 SNP 

BovineHD BeadChip which expands the diversity of bovine breeds assessed in genetic 

prediction and enables more discoveries of quantitative traits.
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2.3 Statistical methods

2.3.1 Infinitesimal model and Quantitative Trait Locus model (QTL)

The vast majority of economically important traits in livestock and aquaculture pro-

duction  systems are quantitative,  that  is  they  show continuous  distributions.  In  at-

tempting to explain the genetic variation observed in such traits, two models have been 

proposed, the infinitesimal model and the finite loci model. The infinitesimal model 

assumes that traits are determined by an infinite number of unlinked and additive loci, 

each with an infinitesimally small effect [30]. This model has been exceptionally valu-

able for animal breeding, and forms the basis for breeding value estimation theory (e. 

g. [31]. However, the existence of a finite amount of genetically inherited material (the 

genome) and the revelation that there are perhaps a total of only around 20,000 genes 

or loci in the genome [32], means that there is must be some finite number of loci un-

derlying the variation in quantitative traits. In fact there is increasing evidence that the 

distribution of the effect of these loci on quantitative traits is such that there are a few 
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Figure 15:  Distribution of additive (QTL) effects from pig experiments

Distributions are scaled by the standard deviation of the relevant trait, and distribution of gene substitution  
(QTL)  effects  from dairy  experiments  scaled  by  the  standard  deviation  of  the  relevant  trait.  B.  Gamma  
Distribution of QTL effect from pig and dairy experiments, fitted with maximum likelihood.

Figure 14: Illumina SNP50 Beadchip
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genes with large effect, and a many of small effect ([33], [34]). In Figure 15, the size 

of quantitative trait loci (QTL) reported in QTL mapping experiments in both pigs and 

dairy cattle is shown. These histograms are not the true distribution of QTL effects 

however, they are only able to observe effects above a certain size determined by the 

amount  of environmental  noise,  and the effects  are estimated with error.  In  Figure

15A, the distribution of effects adjusted for both these factors is displayed. The distri-

butions in Figure 15B indicate there are many genes of small effect, and few of large 

effect. The search for these loci, particularly those of moderate to large effect, and the 

use of this information to increase the accuracy of selecting genetically superior anim-

als, has been the motivation for intensive research efforts in the last two decades. Two 

approaches have been used to uncover QTL. The candidate gene approach assumes 

that a gene involved in the physiology of the trait could harbour a mutation causing 

variation in that trait. The gene, or parts of the gene, are sequenced in a number of dif-

ferent animals, and any variations in the DNA sequences, that are found, are tested for 

association with variation in the phenotypic trait. This approach has had some suc-

cesses – for example a mutation was discovered in the oestrogen receptor locus (ESR) 

which results in increased litter size in pigs [35],[36] There are two problems with the 

candidate gene approach, however. Firstly, there are usually a large number of candid-

ate genes affecting a trait, so many genes must be sequenced in several animals and 

many association studies so many genes must be sequenced in several animals and 

many association studies carried out in a large sample of animals (the likelihood that 

the mutation may occur in non-coding DNA further increases the amount of sequen-

cing required and the cost). Secondly, the causative mutation may lie in a gene that 

would not have been regarded a priori as an obvious candidate for this particular trait. 

An alternative is the QTL mapping approach, in which chromosome regions associated 

with variation in phenotypic traits  are identified.  QTL mapping assumes the actual 

genes which affect a quantitative trait are not known. Instead, this approach uses neut-

ral DNA markers and looks for associations between allele variation at the marker and 

variation in quantitative traits. A DNA marker is an identifiable physical location on a 

chromosome whose inheritance can be monitored. Markers can be expressed regions 

of DNA (genes) or more often some segment of DNA with no known coding function 

but whose pattern of inheritance can be determined. When DNA markers are available, 

they can be used to determine if variation at the molecular level (allelic variation at 
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marker loci along the linkage map) is linked to variation in the quantitative trait. If this 

is the case, then the marker is linked to, or on the same chromosome as the investig-

ated locus, a quantitative trait locus or QTL which has allelic variants causing vari-

ation in the quantitative trait. Until recently, the number of DNA markers identified in 

livestock genome was comparatively limited, and the cost of genotyping the markers 

was high.  This constrained experiments designed to detect QTL to using a linkage 

mapping approach. If a limited number of markers per chromosome are available, then 

the association between the markers and the QTL will persist only within families and 

only for a limited number of generations, due to recombination. For example in one 

sire, the A allele at a particular marker may be associated with the increasing allele of 

the QTL, while in another sire, the a allele at the same marker may be associated with 

the increasing allele at the QTL, due to historical recombination between the marker 

and the QTL in the ancestors of the two sires. To illustrate the principle of QTL map-

ping exploiting linkage, consider an example where a particular sire has a large num-

ber of progeny. The parent and the progeny are genotyped for a particular marker. At 

this marker, the sire carries the marker alleles 172 and 184,  Figure 16. The progeny 

can then be sorted into two groups, those that receive allele 172 and those that receive 

allele 184 from the parent. If there is a significant difference between the two groups 

of progeny, then this is evidence that there is a QTL linked to that marker.
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Figure 16: Linkage mapping

Principle of quantitative trait  loci (QTL) detection, illustrated usingan abalone example. A sire is  
heterozygous for a marker locus, and carries the alleles 172 and 184 at this locus. The sire has a  
large number of progeny. The progeny are separated into two groups, those that receive allele 172  
and those that receive allele 184. The significant difference in the trait of average size between the  
two groups of progeny indicates a QTL linked to the marker. In this case, the QTL allele increasing  
size is linked to the 172 allele and the QTL allele decreasing size is linked to the 184 allele.
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QTL mapping exploiting linkage has been performed in all nearly livestock species for 

a huge range of traits [36]. The problem with mapping QTL exploiting linkage is that, 

unless a huge number of progeny per family or half sib family are used, the QTL are 

mapped to very large confidence intervals on the chromosome. To illustrate this, con-

sider this formula  [37] for estimating the 95% CI for QTL location for simple QTL 

mapping designs under the assumption of a high density genetic map:

 CI=3000/(kNδ2) 

CI=
3000

k N δ
2

  (1)

where N is the number of individuals genotyped, δ allele substitution effect (the effect 

of getting an extra copy of the increasing QTL allele) in units of the residual standard 

deviation, k the number of informative parents per individual, which is equal 1 for 

half-sibs and backcross designs and 2 for F2 progeny, and 3000 is about the size of the 

cattle genome in centi-Morgans. For example, given a QTL segregates on a particular 

chromosome within a half sib family of 1000 individuals, for a QTL with an allele 

substitution effect of 0.5 residual standard deviations the 95% CI would be 12 cM. 

Such large confidence intervals have two problems. Firstly if the aim of the QTL map-

ping experiment is to identify the mutation underlying the QTL effect, in a such a large 

interval  there are a  large number of genes  to  be investigated (80 on average with 

20,000 genes and a genome of 3000 cM). Secondly, use of the QTL in marker assisted 

selection is complicated by the fact that the linkage between the markers and QTL is 

not sufficiently close to ensure that marker-QTL allele relationships persist across the 

population, rather marker-QTL phase within each family must be established to imple-

ment marker assisted selection. An alternative, if dense markers were available, would 

be to exploit  linkage disequilibrium (LD) to map QTL. Performing experiments to 

map QTL in genome wide scans using LD has recently become possible due to the 

availability of tenths of thousands of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP markers) 

in cattle, pigs, chickens and sheep in the near future.  A SNP marker is a difference in 

nucleotide between animals (or an animals pair of chromosomes), at a defined position 

in the genome, e. g.:

Animal 1. ACTCGGGC

Animal 2. ACTTGGGC
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Rapid developments in SNP genotyping technology now allow genotyping of a SNP 

marker in an individual for as little as 1c US.

2.3.2 Linkage Disequilibrium

The classical definition of linkage disequilibrium (LD) refers to the non-random asso-

ciation of alleles between two loci. Consider two markers, A and B, that are on the 

same chromosome. A has alleles A1 and A2, and B has alleles B1 and B2. Four haplo-

types of markers are possible A1_B1, A1_B2, A2_B1 and A2_B2. If the frequencies of 

alleles A1, A2, B1 and B2 in the population are all 0.5, then we would expect the fre-

quencies of each of the four haplotypes in the population to be 0.25. Any deviation of 

the haplotype frequencies from 0.25 is linkage disequilibrium (LD), i.e. the genes are 

not in random association. As an aside, this definition serves to illustrate that the dis-

tinction between linkage and linkage disequilibrium mapping is somewhat artificial – 

in fact linkage disequilibrium between a marker and a QTL is required if the QTL is to 

be detected in either sort of analysis. The difference is: 

linkage analysis only considers the linkage disequilibrium that exists within 

families, which can extend for 10s of cM, and is broken down by recombina-

tion after only a few generations

linkage disequilibrium (see Figure 17) mapping requires a marker to be in LD 

with a QTL across the entire population. To be a property of the whole popu-

lation, the association must have persisted for a considerable number of gen-

erations, so the marker(s) and QTL must therefore be closely linked. 

One measure of LD is D, calculated as [38]:
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D= freq (A1B1)⋅ freq (A2B2)− freq (A1B2)⋅ freq (A2B1)   (2)

where  freq (A1_B1) is the frequency of the A1_B1 haplotype in the population, and 

likewise for the other haplotypes. The D statistic is very dependent on the frequencies 

of the individual alleles, and so is not particularly useful for comparing the extent of 

LD among multiple pairs of loci (e. g. at different points along the genome). Hill and 

Robertson [39] proposed a statistic, r2, which was less dependent on allele frequencies:

r 2=D / [ freq (A1) freq (B1) freq(A2) freq (B2)]   (3)

where freq(A1) is the frequency of the A1 allele in the population, and likewise for the 

other alleles in the population. Values of r2 range from 0, for a pair of loci with no link-

age disequilibrium between them, to 1 for a pair of loci in complete LD.

More precise estimates of LD are also tenable through fine mapping studies.  Ulti-

mately, through characterizing regions of high LD, mammalian genomes can be di-

vided into LD blocks. These blocks are separated by hotspots, regions in which recom-

bination events are more likely to occur [40]. An illustration of two LD blocks separ-

ated by a recombination hotspot is given in Figure 3.2. In general, alleles tend to be 

more correlated within LD blocks than across LD blocks. Once regions of high LD are 

identified, investigators aim to determine the smallest subset of SNPs that character-

izes the variability in this region, a process referred to as SNP tagging. Here the goal is 

to reduce redundancies in the genetic data. Consider a pair of SNPs that are in perfect 

LD so that r2 is equal to 1. Genotyping both SNPs in this case is unnecessary since the 

relationship between the two is deterministic. That is, by the definition of LD, know-
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ledge of the genotype of one SNP completely defines the genotype of the second, and 

so there is no reason to sequence both loci. Well-defined tag SNPs will capture a sub-

stantial majority of the genetic variability within an LD block.

When investigating cattle breeds, QTL effects  have generally been related to poly-

morphisms within functional candidate or other genes located in the QTL confidence 

interval.  In an association study, a given SNP genotype may result  associated to a 

phenotype if i) the SNP is the causative mutation; ii) the SNP is in high linkage dis-

equilibrium with the gene under investigation; iii) the signal is a false positive (e.g. 

given by chance, by sampling bias due to a genetic sub-structure in the dataset, etc). 

For this reason only in a few cases causal mutations influencing milk traits have been 

identified using this approach; examples include K-casein ([41],[42]), SCD ([43],[44], 

DGAT1 ([45] and few others  [46].  Even when there is a clear evidence of causality 

(e.g., DGAT1), genetic heterogeneity and genetic background may have a great impact 

on allele substitution effects [47]. Therefore, the potential application of gene/trait as-

sociations in breeding must be tested on a breed by breed base and evaluated with at-

tention and prudence.
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Figure 18:  Illustration of LD blocks and associated tag SNPs
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2.3.3 Population genetics

2.3.3.1 Introduction

Population genetics [48] is the study of the frequency of occurrence of alleles within 

and between populations. Frequency information can be applied to a variety of popula-

tion issues, including understanding the genetic basis of traits of interest, developing 

breeding strategies, and investigating the evolutionary history of populations. Tradi-

tionally, the study of population genetics involved the identification of different alleles 

through observation of the expressed traits, broadly called the  phenotype. Mendelian 

genetics allowed population geneticists to identify the heritable form of a gene (geno-

type) including individual variants (alleles). Advances in molecular genetics facilitated 

identification of single genes at the molecular level. Regardless of the method used to 

identify genes and alleles, population geneticists use statistics of allele frequencies to 

understand and make predictions about gene flow in populations - past, present, and 

future.

It is often said that variation in genes is necessary to allow organisms to adapt to ever-

changing environments. However, it is actually the variation in alleles that is critical. 

Alleles are different versions of the same gene that are expressed as different pheno-

types. New alleles appear in a population by the random and natural process of muta-

tion,  and the frequency of occurrence of an allele changes regularly as a result  of 

mutation,  genetic drift, and  selection. Nearly all mammals are diploid  [49], i.e. they 

have two homologous copies of each chromosome and thus two copies (two alleles) of 

each gene, one inherited from each parent. If an individual has two different versions 

of a particular gene, the individual is said to be heterozygous for that gene; if the two 

alleles are the same, the individual is homozygous. Since a population needs variation, 

the measure of the amount of heterozygosity across all genes can be used as a general 

indicator of the amount of genetic variability and genetic health of a population.

Observed Heterozygosity  (Ho) is the proportion of genes that are heterozygous 

and the number of individuals that are heterozygous for each particular gene. For 

a single gene locus with two alleles Ho is:

H o=
nheterozygotes

sample size
  (4)
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Derivations of the above formula are used to calculate the HO when there are more 

than two alleles for a particular locus, which is particularly common when microsatel-

lite or simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers are applied for analysis of populations.

Expected Heterozygosity: The Expected Heterozygosity (He) is defined as the es-

timated fraction of all individuals that would be heterozygous for any randomly 

chosen locus. The He differs from the Ho because it is a prediction based on the 

known allele frequency from a sample of individuals. 

Deviation of the observed from the expected can be used as an indicator of important 

population dynamics. Based on Mendelian genetics, it is possible to predict the prob-

ability of the appearance of a particular allele in an offspring when the alleles of each 

parent are known. Similar predictions can be made about the frequencies of alleles in 

the next generation of an entire population. By comparing the predicted or "expected" 

frequencies with the actual or "observed" frequencies in a real population, one can in-

fer a number of possible external factors that may be influencing the genetic structure 

of the population (such as inbreeding or selection).

2.3.3.2 Population structure

A population may be considered as a single unit. However, in many species and cir-

cumstances, populations are subdivided in smaller units. Such subdivision may be the 

result of ecological (habitats are not continuous) or behavioural factors (conscious or 

unconscious  relocation).  If  a population is  subdivided,  the genetic  links  among its 

parts may differ, depending on the real degree of gene flow taking place.

A population is considered structured if (1) genetic drift is occurring in some of its 

subpopulations, (2) migration does not happen uniformly throughout the population, or 

(3) mating is not random throughout the population. A population’s structure affects 

the extent of genetic variation and its patterns of distribution.

Here follows a little terminology in population genetics: ‘

Genetic drift’ refers to fluctuations in allele frequencies that occur by chance (particu-

larly in small populations) as a result of random sampling among gametes. Drift de-

creases diversity within a population because it tends to cause the loss of rare alleles, 

reducing the overall number of alleles. 

‘Gene flow’ is the passage and establishment of genes typical of one population in the 

genepool of another by natural or artificial hybridization and backcrossing. 
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‘Non-random mating’ occurs when individuals that are more closely (inbreeding) or 

less closely related mate more often than would be expected by chance for the popula-

tion. Self-pollination or inbreeding is similar to mating between relatives. It increases 

the homozygosity of a population and its effect is generalized for all alleles. Inbreed-

ing per se does not change the allelic frequencies but, over time, it leads to homozy-

gosity by slowly increasing the two homozygous classes. 

‘Mutations’ could lead to occurrence of new alleles, which may be favourable or dele-

terious to the individual’s ability to survive. If changes are advantageous, then the new 

alleles will tend to prevail by being selected in the population. The effect of selection 

on diversity may be: (i) ‘Directional’, where it decreases diversity; (ii) ‘Balancing’, 

where it increases diversity. Heterozygotes have the highest fitness, so selection fa-

vours the maintenance of multiple alleles; and (iii) ‘Frequency dependent’, where it in-

creases diversity. Fitness is a function of allele or genotype frequency and changes 

over time.

‘Migration’ implies not only the movement of individuals into new populations but 

that this movement introduces new alleles into the population (gene flow). Changes in 

gene frequencies will occur through migration either because more copies of an allele 

already present will be brought in or because a new allele arrives. The immediate ef-

fect of migration is to increase a population’s genetic variability and, as such, helps in-

crease the possibilities of that population to withstand environmental changes. Migra-

tion also helps blend populations and prevent their divergence.

Hardy-Weinberg Principle:  Based on Mendel's principles of inheritance, G.H. Hardy 

and Wilhelm Weinberg, independently developed the concept that is known today as 

the ‘Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium’ or ‘Hardy-Weinberg Principle’ ([50], [51]), which 

states: "In a large, randomly breeding (diploid) population, allelic frequencies will re-

main the same from generation to generation; assuming no unbalanced mutation, gene 

migration, selection or genetic drift." When a population meets all of the Hardy-Wein-

berg conditions it is said to be in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. This equilibrium can be 

mathematically expressed based on simple binomial (for two alleles) or multinomial 

(multiple allele) distribution of the gene frequencies. 

Testing for Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium: Populations in their natural environment can 

never meet all of the conditions required to achieve Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, thus 

their allele frequencies will change from one generation to the next and the population 
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will evolve. Just how far the population deviates from Hardy-Weinberg is an indication 

of the intensity  of external  factors,  and can be determined by a statistical  formula 

called a chi-square, which is used to compare observed versus expected outcomes.

Effective Population Size: One of the many variables of population dynamics that can 

influence the rate and size of fluctuation in allele frequencies is population size. Ge-

netic drift, the random increase or decrease of an allele's frequency, affects small popu-

lations more severely than large ones, since alleles are drawn from a smaller parental 

gene pool. The rate of change in allele frequencies in a population is determined by the 

population's effective population size. The effective population size is the number of 

individuals that evenly contribute to the gene pool.

The actual number of individuals in a population is rarely the effective population size. 

This is because some individuals reproduce at a higher rate than others (have a higher 

fitness), the distribution of males and females may result in some individuals being un-

able to secure a mate, or inbreeding reduces the unique contribution of an individual. 

The effective population size is a theoretical measure that compares a population's ge-

netic behavior to the behavior of an "ideal" population. As the effective population size 

becomes smaller,  the chance that allele frequencies will  shift  due to chance (drift) 

alone becomes greater.

Inbreeding and Relatedness: Small effective population size can result in a high occur-

rence of inbreeding, or mating between close relatives. One of the effects of inbreeding 

is a decrease in the heterozygosity (increase in homozygosity) of the population as a 

whole, which means a decrease in the number of heterozygous genes in the individu-

als. This effect places individuals and the population at a greater risk from homozyg-

ous recessive diseases that result from inheriting a copy of the same recessive allele 

from both parents. The impact of accumulating deleterious homozygous traits is called 

‘inbreeding depression’ - the loss in population vigour due to loss in genetic variability 

or genetic options.

2.3.3.3 F statistics

In the 1950s, Sewall Wright [52] developed a set of parameters called F statistics. If 

we assume that genotypes in the base population4 were in Hardy-Weinberg propor-

tions, then  FIS is the probability that two alleles in an individual are identical by des-

cent (relative to the subpopulation from which they are drawn), FST is the probability 

that two alleles drawn at random are identical by descent (relative to the combined 
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populations), and FIT is the probability that two alleles in an individual are identical by 

descent (relative to the combined population). A random variable indicating whether or 

not two alleles are identical by descent takes on only two values, so these probabilities 

are equivalent to a correlation. The relationships among the F statistics can be deduced 

through the following:

F IT=1−
H I

H T

1−F IT=(1−F IS )(1−F ST)

  (5)

where, HT = total gene diversity or expected heterozygosity in the total population as 

estimated from the pooled allele frequencies,  HI = intrapopulation gene diversity or 

average observed heterozygosity in a group of populations, and HS = average expected 

heterozygosity estimated from each subpopulation.  F statistics estimate the deficiency 

or excess of average heterozygotes in each population (FIS), the degree of gene differ-

entiation among populations in terms of allele frequencies (FST) and the the deficiency 

or  excess  of average heterozygotes  in  a group of  populations  (FIT).  There are two 

sources of allele frequency difference among subpopulations in our sample: 

(1) real differences in the allele frequencies among our sampled subpopulations 

and

(2) differences  that  arise  because  allele  frequencies  in  our  samples  differ  from 

those in the subpopulations from which they were taken. 

Nei and Chesser  [53] described the  GST approach to account for the sampling error. 

GST is an interpopulation differentiation measure when multiple loci are used for ana-

lysis. In other words, it  measures the proportion of gene diversity that is measured 

among populations, when a large number of loci are sampled. 

GST=
DST

HT

HT=H S+ DST

D ST=HT−HS

  (6)

where,  DST is the interpopulation diversity, HT the total diversity and  Hs the intrapop-

ulation genic diversity.
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2.3.4 Genomewide scan (GWAS) using SNP panels

The introduction of SNP chip technology, coupled with the success of the Interna-

tional Haplotype Map (HapMap) Project (http://hapmap.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov), has led to 

an explosion of new research studies involving whole or partial genome-wide scans, 

commonly referred to as genome-wide association studies (GWAS). High-throughput 

SNP genotyping platforms, including Affymetrix and Illumina chips, provide for sim-

ultaneous genotyping of 50,000 to one million SNPs. While a mammalian genome 

consists of approximately 3×109 bases, variability in the genome may be captured by a 

subset of SNPs due to well-defined LD blocks and it has been proposed that whole 

genome-wide arrays of approximately one million SNPs are sufficient to characterize 

human genetic variability across a population. Several software tools have been de-

veloped that apply these methods while accounting for the computational demands of 

whole  genome-wide  investigations:  such  as  PLINK  (http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/?

purcell/plink/,  [54]),  SNPassoc  (http://www.creal.cat/jrgonzalez/software.htm,  [55]) 

and  GenABEL  (http://www.genabel.org,  [56],[57]),  haplostats  (http://cran.r-pro-

ject.org/web/packages/haplo.stats/index.html). PLINK is a stand-alone software writ-

ten in C++ (but it can handle in house written R plugins) while SNPassoc, haplostats  

and GenABEL are R packages available via CRAN (The Comprehensive R Archive 

Network,  http://cran.r-project.org)  and  the  latter  has  been  extensively  used  in  this 

work. The snpMatrix package is a component of the BioConductor open-source and 

open development software project for the analysis of genomic data [58]. GNU R is a 

free  software  language  and  environment  for  statistical  computing  and  graphics 

(www.r-project.org). 

2.3.4.1 Genotyping errors

A genotyping error is defined as a deviation between the true underlying genotype 

and the genotype that is observed through the application of a sequencing approach. 

These errors occur with varying degrees of frequency across the different technological 

platforms and arise for a variety of different reasons [59]. The most common statistical 

approach to identifying genotyping errors in population-based studies of unrelated in-

dividuals is testing for a departure from HWE at each of the SNPs under investigation 

[60]. This proceeds using either an asymptotic χ2 -test or Fisher's exact test for associ-

ation. There are a few notable drawbacks to this approach that we describe here, as 
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they are important to keep in mind in making the decision to remove SNPs from ana-

lysis: using tests of HWE exclusively for identifying genotyping errors is that a depar-

ture from HWE may in fact be a result of population substructure. Removing these 

SNPs from the analysis can therefore lead to a loss of data that are potentially inform-

ative regarding underlying structure in our population and thus data preprocessing may 

become too  stringent.  Another  drawback comes in  disease  studies  deviations  from 

HWE within individuals with disease (cases) can be due to association between geno-

types and disease status for disease studies. In order to account for this possibility, 

some researchers advocate testing for departures from HWE only within the control 

population. This, however, can be misleading as well since removing cases from the 

analysis may lead to an apparent departure from HWE when indeed the entire popula-

tion is in HWE. One resolution to this problem for case-control studies involves ap-

plication of a goodness-of-fit test to identify the most probable genetic disease model; 

e.g.,  dominant,  recessive,  additive or  multiplicative  [61].  This  approach provides  a 

means of distinguishing between departures from HWE that are due to the model for 

disease prevalence and those departures that are indeed a result of other phenomena, 

such as genotyping errors. Finally, multiplicity is also a challenge in this setting: mul-

tiple testing leads to an inflation of the type-1 error rate. Therefore, if we test for a de-

parture of HWE at each of multiple SNPs, then the likelihood of incorrectly rejecting 

the null hypothesis (and concluding HWD) can be substantial, particularly in the con-

text of GWAS. This is attenuated to some extent by the correlated nature of the tests,  

arising from LD among SNPs; however, consideration of multiple testing adjustments 

is still warranted. In this setting, extreme thresholds for significance, such as 0.005 or 

0.001, are common. If a departure from HWE is detected then the entire SNP is typic-

ally  removed  from analysis:  identification  of  specific  records  (individuals)  within 

which an error exists are not provided by these approaches. Instead, it is assumed that 

the genotype information is incorrect across all individuals in the sample and the entire 

corresponding column is removed prior to statistical analysis.

2.3.4.2 Estimation of kinship matrix from dense SNP data

Kinship can be estimated from pedigree data using standard methods, for example the 

kinship for two outbred sibs is 1/4, for grandchild-grandparent is 1/8, etc. For an out-

bred person, the kinship coe cient is 1/2 – that is two gametes sampled from this perffi -

son at random are IBD only if the same gamete is sampled. However, in many situ-
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ations, pedigree information may be absent, incomplete, or not reliable. Moreover, the 

estimates obtained using pedigree data reflect the expectation of kinship, while the true 

realization of kinship may vary around this expectation. In presence of genomic data it 

may therefore be desirable to estimate the kinship coe cient from these, and not fromffi  

pedigree. It can be demonstrated that unbiased and positive semi-definite estimator of 

the kinship matrix [62] can be obtained by computing the kinship coe cients betweenffi  

individuals i and j with

̂f ij=
1
L
∑l=1

L (gi ,l−pl)(g j , l−pl)

pl(1−pl)
  (7)

where L is the number of loci, pl is the allelic frequency at l-th locus, gl,j is the geno-

type of j-th person at the l-th locus, coded as 0, 1/2, and 1, corresponding to the homo-

zygous, heterozygous, and other type of homozygous genotype ([57],[62],[63]) The 

frequency is  computed for the allele which,  when homozygous,  corresponds to the 

genotype coded as ”1’.

2.3.4.3 Analysis of structured populations

Populations  may be structured in  at  least  two ways.  First,  subjects  may belong to 

rather di erent genetic populations (e. g. humans from China and Africa) or they mayff  

be sampled from  a family in genetically isolated population. In the first case we need 

to consider that mean and variance of a trait under investigation may have different 

distributions (due maybe to environmental causes) while in the family based study en-

vironmental influences are more or less uniform for all study participants but they are 

characterized by high and variable kinship between each other. These two types of 

stratification may be expressed in terms of kinship: when we talk about di erent ”popff -

ulations”, we assume very low kinship and high genetic di erentiation between theff  

members of these; when we talk about ”relatedness”, we assume high kinship and 

small degree of di erentiation. This is illustrated at ff Figure 19: if we expect that study 

participants share common ancestors few (1-4) generation ago, the kinship between 

study participants is high, and the study can be classified as a family-based one (case); 

on the other hand, when common ancestors between study participants more remote 

the kinship between study participants is low, and such study may be classified as a 

population-based sample of ”independent” people (cases 2 and 3). 
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2.3.4.4 Genomic control

It follows that in presence of genetic structure standard association statistics may be 

inflated and the distribution is described as λ · χ2; λ depends on the genetic structure of 

the sample, as characterized by pairwise kinship, and sample size. For binary trait ana-

lysis, it also depends on the composition of the case-control sample, as expressed by 

the proportion of cases/controls. For quantitative trait, it depends of heritability of the 

trait, and environmentally determined differences co-occuring with the difference in 

kinship. However, λ does not depend on the allele frequency. Therefore, for any partic-

ular study sample, if FST is constant over the genome, λ is also a constant. Therefore λ 

can be estimated from the genomic data, using ”null” loci – a set of random markers, 

which are believed not to be associated with the trait. This estimate can then be used to 

correct the values of the test statistic at the tested loci – a procedure, known as ”gen-

omic control”. The test statistics computed from these loci thus estimates the distribu-

tion of the test statistic under the null hypothesis of no association. Let us consider M 

”null” markers, and denote the test statistic obtained from i-th marker as Ti
2 . Given ge-

netic structure determines the inflation factor λ :T 2∼λ⋅χ2 . The mean of a random 

variable coming from χ1
2  is equal to 1; if a random variable comes from λ⋅χ2 , 

the mean would be λ. Thus we can estimate λ as the mean of the obtained ”null” tests.  
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In practice, it is recommended to use the ratio between the observed median and the 

one expected for χ1
2  : 

λ̂=Median
(T i

2
)

0.4549
  (8)

For the tested markers, the corrected value of the test statistic is obtained by simple di-

vision of the original test statistic value on λ:  T corrected
2 =T original

2 /λ .  The genomic 

control procedure is computationally extremely simple – one needs to compute the test 

statistic using a simple test (e.g. score test), compute the median to estimate λ, and di-

vide the original test statistics values onto λ. How to choose ”null loci” is a GWA 

study? In a genome, we expect that a small proportion of markers is truly associated 

with the trait. Therefore in practice, all loci are used to estimate λ. Of cause, if very 

strong (or multiple weak) true associations are present, true association will increase 

the average value of the test, and genomic control correction will be conservative.

2.3.4.5 Analysis of family data

For pedigree-based data coming from genetically homogeneous population it can be 

shown that λ is a function of trait’s heritability and pedigree structure, expressed as 

kinship matrix. Thus, genomic control is a simple and valid method to study associ-

ation  in  genetically  homogeneous  families.  However,  this  method  reduces  all  the 

abundant  information  about  heritability  and relationship  into  a  single  parameter  λ, 

therefore it is not the most powerful method. In quantitative genetics, a mixed poly-

genic model of inheritance may be considered as a valid alternative since it has sound 

theoretical bases and describes well inheritance of complex quantitative traits. It is as-

sumed that for each individual its ”individual” random residual ei is distributed as Nor-

mal with mean zero and variance σe. As these residuals are independent between pedi-

gree members, the joint distribution of residuals in the pedigree can be modelled using 

multivariate normal distribution with variance-covariance matrix proportional to the 

identity matrix : e∼MVN (0, I σ e) . The model may expressed as:

Y =μ+ G+ e   (9)

trait values are equal to the sum of grand population mean, contribution from multiple 

additively acting genes of small effect G, and residual error ei. Under this assumption, 

the distribution of the trait in a pedigree is described by a multivariate normal distribu-
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tion with number of dimensions equal to the number of phenotyped people, with the 

expectation of the trait value for some individual  i equal to  E [ yi]=μ where μ is 

grand population mean (intercept). The variance-covariance matrix is defined through 

its elements Vij – covariance between the phenotypes of subjects i and j: 

V ij=
σ e

2
+ σG

2 if i= j

2⋅f ij⋅σG
2 if i≠ j

  (10)

where σG
2  is variance due genes, fij is kinship between persons i and j, and σe is the 

residual variance. The proportion of variance explainable by the additive genetic ef-

fects, is termed (narrow-sense) ”heritability”, h2:

h2
=

σG
2

σ
e

  (11)

Fixed effects of some factor, e.g. SNP, may be included into the model by modifying 

the expression for the expectation, e.g. :

E [ y i]=μ+ βG g   (12)

leading to  so-called ”measured genotypes” model  [64].  In  essence,  this  is  a linear 

mixed effects model – the one containing both fixed (e.g. SNP) and random (poly-

genic) effects. A large body of literature is dedicated to this class of models, and find-

ing the solution for such regressionrepresents no great methodological challenge. Ap-

plicability of this model to GWA analysis was first proposed by Yu and colleagues 

[65]. 

2.3.4.6 The FASTA method

The polygenic component G in the mixed model approach describes the contribution 

from multiple independently segregating genes all having a small additive e ect ontoff  

the trait (infinitesimal model). For a subject for whom parents are unknown, it is as-

sumed that  Gi is distributed as Normal with mean zero and variance σG. Assuming a 

model of infinitely large number of genes, it can be shown that given polygenic values 

for parents, the distribution of polygenic effects in o spring follows Normal distribuff -

tion with mean  (Gm+ G f )/2 and variance  σG/2, where  Gm and  Gf are the maternal 

paternal polygenic values. From this, it can be shown that jointly the distribution of 

polygenic component in a pedigree can be described as multivariate normal with vari-

ance-covariance  matrix  proportional  to  the  relationship  matrix  Φ:
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G∼MVN (0,ΦσG) . Thus the log-likelihood for this model can be written as a func-

tion of three parameters:

L(μ ,σG
2

,σ e
2
)=

−1
2

ln(∣(ΦσG
2
+ I σ e

2
)∣)+ (Y −μ)

T
⋅(ΦσG

2
+ I σ e

2
)
−1
⋅(Y −μ)   (13)

where µ is the intercept,  σG is the proportion of variance explained by the polygenic 

component, and σe is the residual variance. Covariates such as sex, age, or a genetic 

marker studied for association can be easily included into the model:

Y =μ+ G+ ∑ j

n
β j C j+ e   (14)

where, Cj is the vector containing j-th covariate and βj is the coe cient of regressionffi  

of Y onto that covariate. This mixed model leads to the following likelihood expres-

sion:

L(μ ,σG
2

,σ e
2
,β1,…β j ,… ,βn)=

−1
2

ln (∣(Φ σG
2
+ I σ e

2
)∣)

+ (Y −(μ+ ∑ j

n
β j C j))

T
⋅(ΦσG

2
+ I σ e

2
)
−1
⋅(Y −(μ+ ∑j

n
β j C j))

  (15)

For example the effect of an allele in a  SNP could be included as:

Y =μ+ G+ βg g+ e   (16)

where  g is the vector containing genotypic values. In this mode, you can specify a 

variety of 1 d.f. models by di erent coding of the vector ff g. For example, with an AG 

polymorphism estimation of the additive e ect of the G allele , should be done codingff  

AA as 0, AG as 1 and GG as 2. Under this coding, the βg will estimate additive contri-

bution from the ”G” allele. On the other hand a dominant model for G is desired, geno-

type coding should be AA and AG as 0 and GG as 1. A general 2 d.f. model, the spe-

cification such as:

Y =μ+ G+ β1 I (g=1)+ β2 I(g=2)+ e   (17

would estimate trait’s deviation in these with g=1 (β1) and these with g=2 (β2) from 

the reference (g = 0). The classical way to estimate mixed polygenic model and test 

for significance are Maximum Likelihood (ML) or Restricted ML (REML) using equa-

tion (7.3). However, when large pedigrees are analysed, ML/REML solution may take 

prohibitively long time, i.e. from minutes to hours for single SNP analysis, making 

study of hundreds of thousand of SNPs impossible. Therefore fast approximate tests 

were developed for the purposes of GWA association analysis in samples of relatives. 

One of these is the FAmily-based Score Test for Association (FASTA, [66]. It is based 
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on the classical polygenic mixed model and performed in two steps. First, polygenic 

model as specified by equation (7.1) and likelihood (7.2) is estimated using available 

data. Secondly, the maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of the intercept, µ, propor-

tion of variance explained by the polygenic component, σG , and residual variance, σe , 

are used to compute the FASTA test statistics:

T F
2
=

((g−E[ g ])
T
⋅(ΦσG

2
+ I σ e

2
)
−1
⋅(Y −μ))

2

((g−E [g ])
T
⋅(ΦσG

2
+ I σ e

2
)
−1
⋅(g−E [ g])

T
)

  (18)

It can be shown that  TF follows χ2 when pedigree structure is 100% complete and 

100% correct. As this is never actually the case, application of GC to correct for resid-

ual inflation is recommended. FASTA test results in unbiased estimates of the SNP 

e ect and correct P − values. However this is correct only when alternative is reasonff -

ably close to the null, i.e. when the SNP explains small proportion of trait’s variance. 

Disadvantages of this test are that is can be relatively slow when thousands of indi-

viduals are analysed, and that permutation procedures can not be applied to estimate 

genome-wide significance, because the data structure is not exchangeable.
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3 De novo assembly of water buffalo genome

3.1 Introduction

Water buffalo (Bubalus bubalis) was domesticated 3000-6000 years ago, and since 

then it has been of economic importance as dairy, meat, and draught breed[67].  Al-

though water buffaloes are terrestrial animals, they spend a good portion of time wal-

lowing in mud holes or rivers in order to keep cool and they typically inhabits rivers, 

streams, or mud holes. Buffaloes are thought to have been introduced into Italy from 

central Europe in the sixth century or by the Bay of Tunis in the seventh century at the 

same time as the Arab conquests. Introduction of water buffalo populations into Aus-

tralia,  Africa,  and  the  Americas  has  taken  place  only  recently.  Not  only  are  they 

draught animals, but they are also a source of meat, horns, skin and particularly the 

rich and precious  milk  that  may be converted  to  creams,  butter,  yogurt  and many 

cheeses. There are about 170 million water buffalo heads (compared to 1.3 billion 

cattle) in the world with about 161 million in Asia, 3.7 million in Africa, 3.3 million in 

South America,  and the rest  are distributed in Europe and Australia.  Water buffalo 

provide ~5% of world milk production.

3.2 The water buffalo data set

DNA sequencing for the water  buffalo genome assembly was made using funding 

from the International Buffalo Genome Consortium and performed by Sonstengard et 

al. at the USDA-ARS laboratory (http://www.ars.usda.gov/main/main.htm) laboratory 

in Maryland. The subject chosen for sequencing was pure breed Mediterranean female 

buffalo (the fascinating Olimpia, Figure 20) from a an herd in Italy and tissue sample 

were  donated  by  the  owner.  The  water  buffalo  genome  dataset  was  a  mixed 

Illumina/454 data set which has proven to be the best data type choice for costs and 

quality of the final assembly [68]. It was composed of three type of data: 

1. Illumina paired end reads, which give the real genome coverage and are used to 

build the De Brujin graph; these are 100 bp long reads with a 200 bp insert 

size; a total of 571,334,795*2 reads were present in the data set
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2. Illumina mate pair reads: 75 bp long reads obtained sequencing the ends of a 

large (up to 10 Kbp) DNA molecule; these are useful during contig and scaf-

fold bulding but are affected by chimerism that causes the reads to be not al-

ways the true ends of the starting molecule; chimeric reads must be removed to 

be useful; a total of 167,677,444*2 reads was initially present in the data set 

with insert size between 4 and 6 Kbp

3. Roche 454 single end and mate pairs, 400 bp long and with insert size up to 30 

Kbp; used in the same way as Illumina mate pairs but not affected by chimer-

ism; a total of 10,228,343 unmated and 2,416,466*2 mated reads were present 

both 454 and Illumina reads are used only in the last part of the assembly and 

too high coverage of this data maybe detrimental and certainly useless; for this 

reason they are cleaned from redundancy before the assembly.

Initial clone coverage before any data manipulation was about 40X for Illumina short 

paired ends and 1/2X for Illumina mate pair libraries (jump libraries hereafter) and 

Roche 454. As already explained in section 2.1.3.4 reads with long insert size is used 

for jumping over repeats and for joining scaffolds and high coverage of this kind of 

data is useless and may be detrimental to the quality of the assembly (in addition to be-

ing very costly). Actual coverage of the buffalo genome is obtained with paired ends.
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3.3 Roche 454 preprocessing

The first step performed has been the cleaning of Roche 454 data, including mate pairs 

and single end libraries. The procedure for 454 is shown in Figure 34:

1. 454 reads which came in the native Roche .sff format were converted into the 

the CABOG fragment file (.frg) format using the sffToCA script that is shipped 

with the Celera assembler. This tool check for proper read length and base calls 

quality and also for the presence of the linker when dealing with mate pairs. 

Converted reads are trimmed and proper mate pairs are created in the output 

.frg files.

2. Using only 454 data a genome assembly is performed with CABOG up to the 

creation  of  unitigs;  this  involves  further  data  correction  and trimming  per-

formed by Celera assembler. 

3. Finally, reads are mapped unto unitigs and then are removed if their alignment 

coordinates are the same. 454 data is unaffected by chimerism (see below) like 

Illumina mate pairs.
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In this case data turned out to be of very high quality (see ) since very few reads were 

discarded. Most of the cleaning was made in step 1 (.sff to .frg conversion) and only 

1% of reads were found out to be chimeric. Remaining 454 reads were then collected 

in a unique fragment file and stored for the late steps of the MSR-CA procedure after 

the creation of unitigs with Super-reads.

3.4 Error correction and Superreads creation

As already explained (see sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3.3) reads  may contain lower quality 

base calls in particular at their at their 3' ends. The problem is (partially) solved pro-

cessing read prefixes more than their suffixes. This error-correction step is of funda-

mental importance for the construction of a reliable De Brujin graph that contains as 
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few as possible errors and artificial edges. Prefixes and suffixes (i.e. reads 3' and 5' 

ends) can map to multiple paths. By a heuristic, mappings that are significantly better 

than their second-best choice are preferred. Just as the suffixes would add coverage to 

a multiple sequence alignment, they add connectivity to the graph. For this purpose we 

used a new k-mer counting algorithm and associated implementation, called Jellyfish, 

which is fast and memory efficient. It is based on a multithreaded, lock-free hash table 

optimized for counting k-mers up to 31 bases in length. Due to their flexibility, suffix 

arrays have been the data structure of choice for solving many string problems. For the 

task of k-mer counting, important in many biological applications, Jellyfish offers a 

much faster and more memory-efficient solution.

3.4.1 Illumina Mate Pair preprocessing

The following step was to clean Illumina mate pairs and chimerism had to be taken 

into account. Illumina mate pairs are obtained slicing DNA into 2-6 Kbp long frag-
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ments which are then circularized again after attaching biotin labelled dNTPs. Non cir-

circularized molecules are removed by digestion and DNA is fragmented into small 

pieces. Proper Mate pairs are those reads located at the end of the biotin junction and 

oriented outwards (outties) so that their insert size is aobut the length of the circle; chi-

mers are mate pair reads that are sliced in a wrong point of the DNA molecule after 

circularisation (see Figure 24)

The filtering protocol is explained in Figure 23. Basically, mate pairs are mapped onto 

Bos taurus genome chromosomes with the NUCmer  [69],  [70] aligner and if  both 

mates maps on the same chromosome the distance between the outside 5' and 3' end, 

i.e. the insert size, is calculated. Reference sequence was the latest cattle genome ver-

sion assembled at University of Maryland, UMD 3.1 [68]. If the distance is too high 

the mates are considered non mapping otherwise they discarded because of chimerism 

if distance is less than 2.5 Kbp and because they are redundant is a mate pair with the 

same coordinates is present in the data set. The results of the alignment are shown in 

Figure 25 where the distance between mapping reads based on the coordinates of Bos 

taurus genome is depicted.  The distribution of reads according to the insert size of lib-
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Figure 24: Origin and Alignment of Inward (innies) and Outward Facing (outties) reads in Mate Pair  
libraries
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raries is clearly visible; similarly the high peak at very distances (containing about a 

third of the initial reads) clearly points out the existence of chimeric reads. Final res-

ults yielded about 60% of mates which mapped with both ends and 30% of initial mate 

pairs that were conserved.

Figure 25: Alignment of Illumina jump libraries on Bos taurus  
genome

3.4.2 De Brujin graph construction and error correction

After the 454 data preprocessing the Illumina short paired end libraries, which formed 

the bulk of available data were processed. This includes k-mer counting, performed 

with Jellyfish, and error-correction of base calls in reads based on the k-mer hash table. 

Illumina jump libraries too are error-corrected even if they are not used in the hash 

table generation. Error-correction involves base change, read trimming and complete 

read elimination if it is of very poor quality. Since mates are processed independently 

this results in a number of reads losing their mate; this is not a real issue with paired 

end since the goal is to merge them into Super-reads but a great deal of jump libraries 

(which are more error-prone) are discarded in this way since they are useful for the in-

formation that comes with the mating. After this step paired end and jump libraries are 

processed independently since the former are used to build Super-Reads and the latter 

are further refined using alignment over a similar species such as cattle. 
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3.4.3 Jump libraries preprocessing after errorcorrection

Because a high number of reads did not mapped on the cow genome as expected with 

tested another method (Figure 26) consisting of doing error-correction before aligning 

the reads. This yields the following advantages: the number of reads is smaller because 

error-correction will drop some mates and we only consider both existing mates librar-

ies for which both mates are present; mappings are of higher quality and more reads 

will map; in this way it is possible to include pairing information in the aligning, use 

different packages such as BWA (Burrows-Wheeler Aligner, [71], [72]) which are less 

flexible than NUCmer but generate cleaner data. The results of this alternative proced-

ure are shown in Figure 27 and it is clear that once errors are removed all remaining 

reads (~20%) maps on Bos taurus and only a few are chimeric. The final jump library 
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Figure 26: Alternative jump libraries preprocessing workflow

Figure 27: Results of mapping on Bos taurus after error  
correction- 1
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data set contained 58,679,256 reads →  29,339,628 mate pairs →  17.5% of initial (un-

corrected) data.

3.4.4 Superreads creation

Finally,  paired end reads,  according to the procedure described in  Figure 29,  were 

merged into Super-reads after the error-correction (in which a mere 2% of reads was 

removed); 63% of reads were merged in a total of ~40M Super-Reads yielding a data 

set size reduction of ~30X; the remaining paired end were used in the original form 

(Figure 30). The dimension of Super-reads compared to normal data before and after 

the quality  trimming can be observed in  Figure 31 where it  is  clear that each Su-

per-read sums up the information contained in several starting paired ends. Once that 
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Figure 28: Results of mapping on Bos taurus after error  
correction - 2
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Figure 29: Super-reads creation workflow
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Super-reads have created the assembly can move on the third part of the MSR-CA 

pipeline (see Figure 11) i.e. the “real” genome assembly performed using the OLC ap-

proach (section 2.1.3.2).
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Figure 30: Super-reads creation results
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3.5 Genome assembly using Superreads

This step is performed using the CABOG  assembler. Its basic phases are shown in 

Figure 32. Since actual coverage of the genome is given by Illumina paired end librar-

ies and thus by Super-reads (and the remaining linking paired end reads) after the first 

two steps only this kind of data is used to create unitigs. Then, contings are created us-

ing reads with high insert size and then the CGW scaffolder is run. Calculations were 

initially started in Septe 2011 using MSR-CA version 1.1. Before running on actual 

buffalo the assembler was tested on a bacteria,  Rhodobacter sphaeroides,  comparing 

the obtained sequence with the reference genome. Meanwhile the real assembly was 

started and during k-mer counting (Jellyfish) several bugs were fixed in subsequent 

phases yielding MSR-CA version 1.2 and we performed also alignment of jump librar-

ies on cattle genome. By the time we realized that the first approach was unoptimal 
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Figure 32: CABOG assembly workflow
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still more improvements had been made in the assembler (version 1.3.3) and the first 

assembly started with version 1.1 was still running. Thus, we started a new assembly 

using the second method for cleaning jump libraries and also we re-executed the Su-

per-reads creation step since that part of the code had been changed and optimized; k-

mer counting results were simply recycled since Jellyfish code had not changed. Sum-

marising there are currently two (semi-)independet assemblies of water buffalo that 

running which differ mostly for the jump libraries Super-reads  refined data sets while 

454 data  is  unchanged.  The first  assembly  is  now finalizing  scaffold  creation  and 

should finish in a few weeks given enough computational resources are available while 

the second one is running the fist part of the CABOG pipeline and thus unitigs have 

been created yet. Although this assembly has been started much later given software 

improvement and much cleaner data it should run much faster than the previous one; 

however a precise forecast of time needed is very difficult to make because subtle dif-

ferences in data can have tremendous impact on assembly performance, particularly in 

scaffolding.

3.6 Guided assembly aligning on Bos taurus genome

Cattle  (Bos  taurus)  and  water  buffalo  (Bubalus  bubalis)  are  both  members  of  the 

Bovinae subfamily. Thus, one expects their genomes to be fairly similar and one spe-

cies my be used as model for the other. Starting on these premises an assembly of wa-

ter buffalo aligning data on the cattle genome (guided assembly) was also performed 
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Figure 33: Guided assembly results
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using long unitigs obtained in the first attempted  de novo assembly of water buffalo 

even before the formation of the scaffolds, reconstructing the genomic sequence of 

each chromosome of the water buffalo, using Bos taurus genome (UMD 3.1, [68]) as a 

reference. Long unitigs (more than 200 bp) instead of starting data or Super-Reads 

were chosen for the following reasons:

1. Starting data contains errors that are subsequently removed after Error-correc-

tion  and  reads  are  shorter  that  Super-reads  and  unitgs  above  the  chosen 

threshold

2. Super-reads do not include information from linking paired ends and may still 

contain error  and information redundancy removed by CABOG

Thus, unitigs represent the smallest and cleanest set of read-like data that we could use 

to maximise quality and speed of the guided assembly. We started with 11,214,882 of 

unitigs Figure 33, 43% of which were longer than 200 base pairs. Most of these unitigs 

correctly aligned on cattle genome (using NUCmer); total lenght of cattle genome is ~ 

2.63 Gbp and using only unitig data we covered 90% of this genome. 

Scaffolds were created on each Bos taurus autosome (BTA) calculating consensus se-

quences of partially overlapping unitigs while unitigs completely contained in grater 

mappings (scaffolds or single unitigs) were discarded. Non covered zones were taken 

as gaps. Of course this procedure does not reflect that water buffalo has only 25 chro-

mosome pairs and not 30 like cattle. In this way we obtained a draft guided assembly 

(still being completed) of water buffalo with a N50 contig size of 3182 (N50 is defined 

as the contig length such that using equal or longer contigs produces half the bases of 

the genome. The N50 size is computed by sorting all contigs from largest to smallest 

and by determining the minimum set of contigs whose sizes total 50% of the entire 

genome, http://seqanswers.com/forums/showthread.php?t=2332) which is very poor if 

compared to other  de novo assemblies but may constitute a starting point for sub-

sequent refinement of  de novo assembled sequences; on the other hand these results 

are based on subset of total data (only long unitigs) and do not include 454 and jump 

libraries which are fundamental to improve contig and scaffold size.

3.7 Computational cost

The work presented here involves heavy computational cost and needs to be executed 

on large High Performance systems. 
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All steps of the MSR-CA protocol that involve data preprocessing out of the main 

pipeline i.e.  454 filtering and sequence alignement with NUCmer or BWA on  Bos 

taurus genome were  performed  on the  Matrix  (http://hpc.caspur.it/guides/the-hitch-

hikers-guide-to-the-matrix)  and  Jazz  (http://hpc.caspur.it/guides/jazz-gpu-cluster) 

Clusters present at CASPUR (http://www.caspur.it/).  Cleaning of 454 took 10 days on 

a total of 16 nodes with 8 CPU and 32 GB of RAM each while alignement of reads  on 

Bos taurus genome took 7 days on a total of 4 nodes with 8 CPU and 32 GB of RAM 

each (NUCmer) and 3 days on a single server with 12 CPUs and 48GB or physical 

memory. It is worth to observe that these results does not imply that BWA is faster 

than NUCmer since the latter was aligning a much greater number of reads one chro-

mosome at time.

Actual MSR-CA calculations were performed on the Lagrange server made available 

at CILEA (http://www.cilea.it/) which has 32 physical CPUs (64 with Hyperthreading 

enabled) and 512 GB of RAM. Different versions of the software were tested on Lag-

range  running  assemblies  of  Rhodobacter  sphaeroides takes  as  a  standard  test 

(http://gage.cbcb.umd.edu/index.html).  K-mer  counting  with  Jellyfish  was the  most 

memory costly steps requiring up to 400G of allocated memory for approximately 3 

days. Error-correction and Super-Reads creation took approximately 10 days running 

on 32 CPUs (Hyperthreading enabled) and allocating up to 256 GB of memory when 

using the version 1.2 of MSR-CA and about two weeks on  node of the Jazz cluster 

with 96 GB of RAM with version 1.4.

As for the two assemblies calculations still running the forst took approximately 40 

days of elapsed time on a single CPU on Lagrange requiring between 50 and 100 GB 

of RAM during scaffolding.

Total storage required for the project includes 400 GB to store (compressed) sequence 

data while the assembly at the scaffolding step occupied more than 7 TB of disk space 

even with careful storage management.
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4 Cattle quantitative genetics

4.1 The SELMOL data sample

4.1.1 Animals and phenotype data

The initial sample was formed by 2935 bulls of two dairy, two beef and one double 

purpose  breeds:  761  Italian  Brown,  899  Italian  Holstein,  323  Piedmontese  ,  464 

Marchigiana and 488 Italian Pezzata Rossa bulls, respectively. Genomic DNA was ex-

tracted from semen using the NucleoSpin Tissue kit (Macherey & Nagel) according to 

manufacturer’s instruction. DNA was checked for quality on agarose gel and quanti-

fied using a DTX microplate reader (Beckman Coulter) after staining with Picogreen 

(Invitrogen). Samples were genotyped using BovineSNP50 Genotyping BeadChips (Il-

lumina, San Diego, CA, USA). Phenotypic data was made available from each breed's 

national  breeders  association:  Piedmontese  Estimated  Breeding  Values  (EBVs)  for 

calving ease were provided by the Italian Piedmontese National Breeders Association 

(ANABORAPI,  http://www.anaborapi.it/) while Italian Brown Daughter Yield Devi-

ations for milk, protein and fat yield were provided by by the Italian Brown national 

breeders association (www.anarb.it).

4.1.2 SNP panel and genotyping

The 50K SNP array contains 54001 SNPs distributed across the entire genome, with an 

average SNP spacing of 51 Kb and a proportion of known chromosome positions of 

about 97%; SNP positions within each chromosome were based on the Bos taurus gen-

ome assembly Btau_4.0 [73]. Genotyping was outsourced to Geneseek, USA (www.-

geneseek.com). 

4.2 Candidate genes in Italian Brown breed

4.2.1 Introduction

Italian Brown is the second most popular dairy cattle breed in Italy, with a population 

of about half a million head and 160.000 cows registered in the national herd-book. Its 
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presence has been recorded in Italy since the XIV century. The breed was traditionally 

raised in small size herds in uplands and had originally a double beef/dairy attitude. 

Modern selection towards milk production, basically obtained importing Swiss Brown 

bulls from the U.S., resulted in increasing popularity and herd size. Italian Brown is 

characterized by a good balance between milk yield and quality and its milk is an ideal 

raw material for cheese production. 

The genetic  control  of  milk  traits  has  often  been described by an  infinitesimal 

model, assuming the contribution of an infinitely large number of loci, each with a 

small effect. However, Quantitative Trait Loci (QTL) experiments conducted in recent 

years revealed that some genomic regions have sensible effects on milk-related traits 

in many cattle breeds. QTLs affecting milk production have been identified on BTA 

(Bos taurus autosome) 3, BTA6 and BTA14 using different methods ([74]). In this 

study, a functional candidate gene approach was performed to identify genes associ-

ated with milk production traits in 561 Italian Brown bulls [75]. 

4.2.2 Candidate gene selection

Candidate genes were chosen on the basis of evidence of physiological or biochem-

ical processes related to milk production traits, or of significant association with pro-

duction traits reported in previous association studies either in cattle ([42–50]) or in re-

lated species e.g.,  sheep and goats ([85]).  A first  panel  of 106 SNPs was selected 

within these genes and in nearby chromosome regions, using either information avail-

able  in  the  literature  or  in  silico,  after  a  database  interrogation  on  NCBI  dbSNP 

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/).  SNP  genotyping  was  outsourced  to 

Kbiosciences (www.kbiosciences.co.uk). 
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4.2.3 Results

Gene Symbol BT
A

Position  #SNP

1 AcetylCoenzyme A Aarboxylase α ACACA 19 11 1
2 Butyrophilin, subfamily 1, member A1 BTN1A1 23 31 1
3 Corticotropin Releasing Hormone CRH 14 31 2
4 αs1Casein  CSN1S1 6 88 2
5 βCasein  CSN2 6 88 1
6 κ−Casein CSN3 6 88 1
7 Chemokin receptor 1 CXCR1 2 110 1
8 Fatty Acid Binding Protein 4 FABP4 14 41 1
9 Fatty Acid Synthase FASN 19 52 2
10 Growth Hormone GH 19 49 2
11 Growth Hormone Receptor GHR 20 34 1
12 Leptin hormone LEP 4 95 2
13 Leptin receptor LEPR 3 85 1
14 β−Lactoglobulin  LGB 11 107 3
15 Milk Fat GlobuleEGF factor 8 protein MFGE8 21 20 1
16 Oxidized Low density Lipoprotein OLR1 5 97 1
17 PreproOxytocin OXT 13 52 1
18 Peroxisome proliferatoractivated receptor γ  coactivator 

1 α
PPAR
GC1A

6 44 3

19 Prolactin Receptor PRLR 20 41 1
20 SRC vsrc sarcoma viral oncogene homolog (avian)  SRC 13 67 1
21 Thyroglobulin TG 14 7 1
22 Thyroid HormoneResponsive Protein THRSP 29 19 1

Table 1: Italian Brown candidate genes
Candidate genes retained after the filtering procedure and their acronyms (Symbol), the chromosome on which  
they are located (BTA), their position in millions of bases according to release 4.0 of NCBI bovine genome, and  
the number of informative SNPs analysed within each gene (#SNP).

4.2.3.1 Data Analysis

Subjects with less than 10% of missing genotypes were retained. SNPs quality control 

excluded markers showing more than 10% missing genotypes and minor allele fre-

quency (MAF) lower than 2%. Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE) was assessed on 

filtered data set (P < 0.01).  A total of 106 SNPs in candidate genes chosen on the basis 

of known relationships between physiological or biochemical processes and on evid-

ence of their significant association with milk traits was genotyped on the whole popu-

lation formed by 550 Italian Brown bulls. Of these markers, 49 resulted monomorphic 

in the analysed population; this left 57 polymorphisms located in 29 genes, as shown 

in Table 1. A total of 76 sires had a missing genotype rate over 10% and were elimin-

ated. In addition, 4 SNPs having of number of missing genotypes >10% and 22 which 

had a minor allele frequency of less than 2% were discarded; no markers were found to 

be out of Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium using a P-value of 0.01. After the described fil-

tering, 31 SNPs in 22 candidate genes located on 13 different chromosomes and geno-
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typed on 473 sires were retained. Names of candidate genes retained, their approxim-

ate position in millions of bases according to the release 4.0 of the bovine genome of 

the National Center for Bioinformatics (NCBI), and the number of informative SNPs 

analysed within each gene are reported in Table 1. Additional information about each 

SNP is given in Table 2.  Phenotypes was considered to be a function of SNPs geno-

types (one marker at time) of polygenic effects modeled by relatedness of subjects and 

of the year of semen collection of the bull (grouped in three levels) since it spanned 

more than 30 years of continuous selection. Calculation were performed with GenA-

BEL. Significance levels were corrected using the Benjamini-Hochberg method (False 

Discovery Rate; FDR) with a threshold of 0.1  [86]. Genotype distribution was con-

sidered significantly associated to phenotypes if P ≤0.05.  Haplotype frequencies for 

genes containing multiple markers were calculated using the haplo.stats R package. To 

test for association between phenotypes and SNP haplotypes, a linear model approach 

including only the (fixed) haplotype effect was used ([]) using residuals from single 

SNP calculations to remove kinship and covariate effect. The most frequent haplotype 

for each gene was considered as a reference and less common haplotype effects were 

calculated against this reference. Haplotypes with a frequency less than 5% were in-

cluded in a single variable. 

4.2.3.2 SNP association to milk yield

Milk yield (Table 3) was significantly associated to four SNPs on three genes loc-

ated on three different chromosomes: increased milk production was associated to the 

A allele of CNS1S1_26181, to the T allele of OXT_rs43114144, and to the C allele for 

both  SNPs  on  the  LGB gene.  Genotypic  frequencies  were  nearly  comparable  for 

OXT_rs43114144  while  one  homozygous  genotype  was  completely  absent  in 

CNS1S1_26181.  Stronger  association  was  obtained  for  LGB_1740  (P<0.01)  and 

LGB_5261 (P<0.001). All SNPs resulted significant after the correction for multiple 

testing. Increased milk production was associated to the C allele in both LGB markers, 

although genotypic distributions were somewhat different: frequencies were compar-

able in LGB_1740, whereas TT was less common in LGB_5261. The effect of the high 

yield AA genotype of CSN1S1 polymorphism was comparable to the general mean 

while a slightly greater increase of milk yield, was observed for the CC genotype in 

OXT_rs43114144.  More relevant  gains  (about  25%) were associated  to  both  LGB 

polymorphisms. 
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SNP BTA Alleles % missing MAF P-exact

1 ACACA_a 19 C/T 3.51 0.05 0.622

2 BTN1A1_b 23 G/C 2.89 0.13 0.31

3 CRH_a 14 G/C 3.30 0.46 0.71

4 CRH_b 14 G/A 2.68 0.02 0.20

5 CSN1S1_26181 6 A/C 3.30 0.08 0.06

6 CSN2_8101 6 A/G 2.89 0.27 0.56

7 CSN3_13068 6 C/A 6.39 0.31 0.74

8 CXCR1_rs41255712 2 C/T 3.51 0.11 0.63

9 FABP4_a 14 C/G 4.54 0.13 0.84

10 FASN_a 19 A/C 2.89 0.25 0.72

11 FASN_b 19 G/A 2.47 0.06 0.67

12 GH_5UTR_-303C/T 19 C/T 3.09 0.14 0.56

13 GH_e 19 A/C 3.92 0.03 1.00

14 GHR_b_AT 20 A/T 3.51 0.07 0.72

15 LEP_a 4 C/G 5.57 0.44 0.64

16 LEP__exon2_305C/T 4 C/T 2.89 0.40 0.34

17 LEPR_c 3 T/G 3.71 0.35 0.92

18 LGB_1740 11 C/G 2.89 0.41 0.57

19 LGB_5261 11 C/T 3.09 0.34 0.61

20 MFGE8_rs41974998 21 T/G 3.51 0.43 0.85

21 OLR1_a 5 C/T 2.89 0.09 0.41

22 OXT_rs43114144 13 C/T 2.68 0.46 0.20

23 PPARGC1A_a 6 A/C 2.68 0.22 0.89

24 PPARGC1A_rs43464407 6 A/C 5.98 0.03 1.00

25 PPARGC1A_c 6 G/A 2.68 0.08 0.75

26 PRLR_rs42321611 20 G/A 4.33 0.16 1.00

27 SRC_d 13 T/C 3.51 0.13 0.23

28 TG_rs41580467 14 G/A 3.30 0.37 0.55

29 THRSP_rs42321611 29 C/T 2.89 0.25 1.00

Table 2: Italian Brown SNPs statistics
The marker name, the chromosome on which it is located, the percentage of missing genotypes,  
the minimum allele frequency (MAF), and the out of HWE P-values are shown
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4.2.3.3 SNP association to fat yield

Fat yield was associated to four different SNPs (Table 4). Only one marker had a P-

value lower than 0.01 and none of them was retained after FDR correction. The lowest 

significance level was shown by OXT_rs43114144; increased fat production was asso-

ciated to the T allele (same in milk yield).  Increased yield was associated to  T in 

THRSP_rs42714483, and to the C allele of LGB_5261 and CSN3_13068; genotype 

frequencies were comparable for these two SNPs. Phenotypic averages calculated on 

production genotypes were comparable to the whole sample average with the excep-

tion of THRSP_rs42714483: in this case TT homozygous sires show high fat yield (in-

crease of ~35% above the phenotypic population mean for fat yield) but the genotype 

is rare (less than 7% of sires) and the trait/genotype association failed to pass the mul-

tiple-testing correction.
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SNPs Genotype
Genotype

frequency (%)

Genotype

averages
P unadj Q FDR

LGB_5261 C:C 42.68 0.8073 2.57E03 7.48E02*
C:T 46.28 0.5572
T:T 11.04 0.3287

OXT_rs43114144 C:C 27.54 0.5318 5.89E03 7.96E02*
C:T 52.75 0.6609
T:T 19.70 0.7480

LGB_1740  C:C 35.47 0.8552 1.05E02 8.00E02*
C:G 47.01 0.5756
G:G 49.40 0.4404

CSN1S1_26181  A:A 83.37 0.6664 1.10E02 8.00E02*
A:G 16.63 0.5301

Population average 0.6446

Table 3: SNPs associated to milk yield
Genotype frequencies for each marker, average DYD value for each genotype (Genotype averages), unadjusted  
P-values (P unadj) and multiple-testing corrected significance levels (Q FDR) are displayed.  The last  row  
shows the average trait value calculated in the whole population. 
* = SNP is significant after FDR correction

SNPs Genotype
Genotype

frequency (%)

Genotype

averages
Punadj Q FDR

OXT_rs43114144 C:C 27.54 0.0196 3.67E03 1.06E01
C:T 52.75 0.0246
T:T 19.70 0.0277

THRSP_rs42714483 C:C 56.48 0.0201 2.19E02 2.47E01
C:T 37.37 0.0273
T:T 6.16 0.0393

LGB_5261 C:C 42.68 0.0279 3.90E02 2.47E01
C:T 46.28 0.0222
T:T 11.04 0.0144

CSN3_13068 C:C 47.58 0.0280 2.56E02 2.83E01
C:T 43.39 0.0246
T:T 9.03 0.0051

Population average 0.0240

Table 4: SNPs associated to fat yield
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4.2.3.4 SNP association to protein yield

Protein  yield  was  significantly  associated  to  LGB_1740,  LGB_5261, 

CNS1S1_26181 and FASN_a polymorphisms (Table 5). Significance levels of the two 

LGB markers were very low (P ~10-5), representing the highest allele/trait association 

obtained and only these two SNPs were retained by multiple-testing corrections. High 

protein yield was again associated to the C allele in both SNPs as for milk yield. The 

AA genotype in the CNS1S1_26181 marker was associated to increased protein yield. 

In FASN_a, increased protein yield was associated to the A allele and the AA genotype 

was also the most common: less productive CC individuals were less than 7% of the 

population. 

4.2.3.5 SNP Haplotypes 

The effect of marker haplotypes was estimated for four genes, retaining more than 

one polymorphism after the filtering procedure (see  Table 1 and  Table 2): Cortico-

tropin Releasing Hormone (CRH, 2 SNPs), Fatty Acid Synthase (FASN, 2 SNPs), β-

Lactoglobulin (LGB, 2 SNPs) and Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor  γ co-

activator  1α (PPARGC1A,  3  SNPs)  genes.  Linkage  disequilibrium  calculations 

showed very low inter- and intra- gene correlation between SNP alleles; only of the 

two β-Lactoglobulin polymorphisms had high r2 value (0.817); inspection of haplotype 

frequencies (see below, SNP haplotypes subsection) confirmed that C alleles on the 

LGB_1740 and LGB_5261 SNPs were usually in phase. Of these markers only SNPs 

within the LGB gene were found to be significant in trait/single SNP associations. 

Both milk and protein yield were significantly associated to the TT haplotype of the 

two markers within the LGB gene; however the estimated effect was very small for 
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SNPs Genotype
Genotype

frequency (%)

Genotype

averages
P unadj Q FDR

LGB_1740 C:C 35.47 0.0400 3.74E005 1.08E03*
C:G 47.01 0.0277
G:G 49.40 0.0163

LGB_5261  C:C 42.68 0.0422 7.92E05 1.15E03*
C:T 46.28 0.0286
T:T 11.04 0.0216

CSN1S1_26181 A:A 83.37 0.0331 9.81E03 9.48E02*
A:G 16.63 0.0267

FASN_a A:A 55.84 0.0356 4.03E02 2.92E01
A:C 37.37 0.0281
C:C 6.79 0.0234

Population average 0.0319

Table 5: SNPs associated to protein yield
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protein yield. Surprisingly the CA haplotype formed by FASN_a and FASN_b was as-

sociated to milk yield but not to fat yield.

4.2.4 Discussion

In this study we investigated the effects of SNPs within candidate genes on milk pro-

duction traits in Italian Brown breed. Seven (out of 29) SNPs located within 6 different 

genes were found significantly associated with the examined traits (milk, fat and pro-

tein yield). The most significant results were obtained for markers within the β-lacto-

globulin gene (LGB, located on BTA11), which is also the only gene showing more 

than one SNP significantly associated to all traits. Other significant SNP/trait associ-

ations were found within the CSN3 and CSN1S1 (both on BTA6), OXT (BTA13), 

FASN (BTA19) and THRSP (BTA29) genes. 

SNPs were less strongly associated with fat yield than to the other two traits. Tables 

3, 4 and 5  illustrate that in all cases extreme trait values  were associated with a homo-

zygous genotype, and heterozygous individuals show an intermediate behaviour (with 

the exception of CNS1S1_26181 where GG homozygous sires were absent), thus justi-

fying the choice of an allelic model for the analyses. Two SNPs in the β-lactoglobulin 

gene, significantly associated to all studied traits, were in Linkage Disequilibrium and 

both showed increased milk and protein yield associated to the presence of the C al-

lele. This was confirmed by the haplotype analysis in which a negative milk and pro-

tein yield of TT homozygote individuals was observed; however the estimated coeffi-

cients of the TT haplotype were very small in both cases, and the effect of the C allele 

in the two markers can be considered additive. Particularly important is their associ-

ation with an increase of protein production (over 10%). β-lactoglobulin is the major 

whey protein of ruminant species and is able to bind a variety of ligands ([87]) such as 

cholesterol, but its biological role has still to be properly understood. Up to 11 LGB 
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SNP1 SNP2
Haplo
type

fre
quency

Trait P β

LGB_1740 LGB_5261 GT 0.3430 Milk yield 2.75E
02

1.68E
02

LGB_1740 LGB_5261 GT 0.3430 Protein 
yield

1.43E
03

5.47E
09

FASN_a FASN_b CA 0.0592 Milk yield 4.72E
02

2.95E
02

Table 6: SNP haplotypes significantly associated with milk or protein yield

SNPs in each haplotype, haplotype, haplotype frequency, trait for which the haplotype is significant  
and regression coefficients are shown.
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variants and 50 polymorphisms  [82] have been identified,  and the presence of one 

variant or another has been related to its concentration in cow milk. β-lactoglobulin is 

of high nutritional value, and thus could represent a feasible target for selection. How-

ever, its concentration is negatively correlated to the concentration of caseins, repres-

enting a possible problem for the dairy industry when milk is finalized to cheese pro-

duction. The OXT_rs43114144 T allele was associated to increased milk yield and its 

allelic frequencies are suitable for selection; this marker is located on the Oxytocin 

prepropetide gene (OXT). Oxytocin is a nine amino acid long peptide, initially syn-

thesized as a large molecular weight precursor which also consists of the oxytocin-car-

rier peptide neurophysin. Contraction of the mammary gland for milk ejection is one 

of main functions of OXT; The gene is  necessary for successful lactation as well as for 

postpartum alveolar proliferation and mammary gland function [88]. The essential role 

of OXT for the milk let-down reflex has been demonstrated using OXT-deficient mice, 

which failed  to nurse their offspring [89]. Increased milk and protein yield were also 

associated to the presence of the A allele in the CSN1S1_26181 polymorphism; how-

ever the observed allelic frequency of A was very high (92%) and thus there is small 

room for  further  selection.  Although polymorphisms located within the  Fatty  Acid 

Synthase (FASN) were not found to be significant, the CA haplotype was slightly asso-

ciated to increased milk yield. FASN is a multifunctional enzyme involved in the bio-

synthesis of long chain fatty acids with effects on fat-related traits in muscle and milk 

in cattle ([80],[90]) and polymorphisms in the FASN gene have been found to be re-

lated to fat depositions in milk and adipose tissue in beef and dairy cattle ([79],[83]) 

and sheep [46]. Unexpectedly, in our results this gene presents association with milk 

yield but not with fat yield [79]. However, the frequency of the CA haplotype is very 

low, making it unfeasible for selection.

4.3 Assessment of population structure in five Italian cattle breeds

4.3.1 Introduction

Present day cattle breeds are the result of years of human selection, adaptation to dif-

ferent environments and demographic effects as domestication, migration and selec-

tion, all contributing to the actual patterns of genetic diversity ([91–93]). During do-

mestication process, breeds were selected for productivity traits as, for example, milk 

yield  [94].  This  anthropic  selection  has  influenced  the  genetic  structure  of  cattle 
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breeds, so that loci influencing potentially selected traits could be detected identifying 

regions of the genome under selection  [75], [95]. Moreover, animal and semen ex-

change, carried out to improve production characteristics of breeds, have affected the 

genetics (and history) of the breeds [96]. The study of population structure and of rela-

tionships between cattle breeds can aid in reconstructing their history and can be relev-

ant for conservation of local breeds. The majority of the studies on cattle genomic 

structure were focused on microsatellite and AFLP markers ([97–103]) Recently, the 

availability of high density SNP panels has given the possibility of analyzing the ge-

netic structure of cattle populations with thousands of markers distributed across the 

entire bovine genome ([102], [104–107]). 

The aim of this  study was to  analyze the genetic  structure of five Italian cattle 

breeds using a 54K medium-density SNP panel. This was addressed by classical multi-

dimensional scaling and by Bayesian inference methods. Moreover, we analysed the 

fixation index (FST)  values in order to identify genomic regions potentially under se-

lection. We considered a total of 2935 bulls belonging to two dairy (Italian Brown and 

Italian Holstein), two beef (Piedmontese and Marchigiana) and one double purpose:, 

(Italian Pezzata  Rossa) breeds.  The Italian Holstein derives from Dutch and North 

America Holstein breeds imported in the late XIX century and is the most common 

dairy breed in the country. Piedmontese is a Northern Italy breed and it is as mix of 

several taurine breeds. Marchigiana is a breed from central Italy derived from Chianina 

and Maremmana breeds. The Italian Brown breed was originally a multi purpose breed 

reared in the Alps; it  was selected from 1950 as a dairy breed by importing Swiss  

Brown bulls from the U.S. Pezzata Rossa is a beef/dairy breed imported from Swiss 

and herded mostly in North East Italy since the late XX century

4.3.2 Results

4.3.2.1 Preprocessing

Data was  initially filtered using the GenABEL R package. Sires and markers with a 

call rate under 99% were discarded as well as SNPs having a minor allele frequency 

(MAF) lower than 5%. Sires were checked for abnormally high autosomal heterozy-

gosity and discarded when showing a FDR <1% ([40],  [108]). Then, sires of each 

breed were separated and  Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE) was checked within 

each breed [109] setting a threshold of P < 0.01 in the filtered data set. Finally, data 
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was pooled again and the criteria for call rate, minor allele frequency and high auto-

somal heterozygosity were applied one more time.

Only autosomal SNPs and SNPs with complete  map information  were considered, 

leaving 51515 different markers out of the 54001 genotyped sires. A total of 138 sires 

and 12388 markers showing a call rate < 99% were excluded. Additional 8874 SNPs 

with  a  minimum allele  frequency under  5% were  discarded and  seven  sires  were 

removed because they had too high autosomal heterozygosity. Then, a total of 1443 

markers were discarded because they were out of HWE in at least one breed. No sires 

or markers were excluded after the second check on call rates and allele frequencies. 

The final complete dataset was thus formed by 2797 sires (755 Italian Brown, 861 

Italian Holstein,  483 Italian Pezzata Rossa,  317 Piedmontese and 381 Marchigiana 

bulls) and 29848 SNPs.  

4.3.2.2 Data analysis

Kinship among sires was estimated directly from genomic data as proposed by Astle 

and Balding [62]. Genetic distance between breeds and sires was estimated calculating 

a 0.5 – kinship between all sires and then applying classical multidimensional scaling 

to the complete matrix. STRUCTURE software v. 2.3.2.1 ([110], [111]) was used to 

analyse population structure. A total of 15,000 Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) it-

erations (5,000 burn-in and 10,000 sampling) were performed for each tested K using 

the admixture model, considering allele frequencies correlated among populations and 

including no informative prior about individual membership; K values from 2 to 5 

were used. Five independent runs for each tested K value were performed. The number 

of steps was chosen following Vaysse et al.  [112] although a single run for each K 

with 50,000 steps to test the effect of longer runs was performed too. Graphical visual-

ization of STRUCTURE results was performed by means of the DISTRUCT package 

[113]. To determine a genome-wide pattern of positive selection, the FST at each locus 

was calculated [52]. The loci under selection are expected to show an allele frequency 

that deviate from that of neutral loci, leading to an increased level of genetic differenti-

ation.  FST values were then plotted against genome location. Signatures of selection 

can be recognized when adjacent SNPs in a region show high FST [114], thus we used 

a sliding window approach, with a window of 8 SNPs. A region with high FST implies 

divergent  selection  between  breeds,  whereas  low  FST imply  balancing  selection 

between breeds. Fixation index was calculated using the method proposed by Nei and 
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Chesser  [53] using in-house written R codes;  this  method was chosen because the 

sample includes (almost) all sires in the national herdbooks for three breeds (Marchigi-

ana, Piedmontese and Pezzata Rossa) and thus fixed effects errors of sampling seemed 

more  important.  Graphs  were  obtained  using  matplotlib  (http://matplotlib.source-

forge.net/). 

The percentage of pairs for a breed is represented in a separate bin on the x-axis. Total percentage of  
pairs  are  depicted  in  grey  (Italian  Brown),  black  (Italian  Holstein),  red   (Pezzata  Rossa),  blue  
(Marchigiana), green (Piedmontese), respectively.

4.3.2.3 Genomic kinship clusters

Figure 34 contains the histograms of kinship coefficients for all possible sire pairs 

within each breed sample. The percentage of pairs (compared to the population size of 

each breed) in a given interval is represented as a function of the kinship coefficient. 

The distribution of values for each sample is centered in the (-0.01,0.0) interval and 

negative values are in general more frequent. However the interval (-0.07,-0.04) is un-

populated  as  compared  to  its  positive  counterpart.  Piemontese  is  the  breed  with 

greatest negative/positive kinship coefficient ratio, approximately 70% vs 30%; this 

ratio becomes 65% vs 35% for Marchigiana and Pezzata Rossa and 60% vs 40% for 

Holstein and Brown. Also, the two dairy breeds show the widest distribution of values 

while Marchigiana and Piemontese (beef) pairs are concentrated in the central bins and 

Pezzata Rossa (double purpose) has an intermediate behaviour. 
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Figure 34: Breed-wise genetic kinship coefficents
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Figure  35 shows the first three components of the Multidimensional Scaling decom-

position of the genetic distance matrix (calculated as 0.5-kinship). Relative distance 

between selected clusters are shown in the graph and range from 0.195 (Piemontese- 

Pezzata  Rossa)  to  0.291  (Marchigiana  -  Holstein).  The  five  breeds  form compact 

clusters separated from each other with the partial exception of a small group of outly-

ing Brown bulls located near the “centre of mass” of clusters (represented with a dia-

mond). Component one (C1 hereafter) separates Brown and Holstein with Piemontese, 

Marchigiana and Pezzata Rossa located between these two breeds; Brown and Holstein 

are both located at comparable distance from the centre on the negative half of com-

ponent two (C2 hereafter) and separated from the other breeds; both clusters form ap-

proximate ellipsoids with the major axis along different diagonals in the plane of the 

first two components while component three (C3 hereafter) contribution is very small. 
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Distance is calculated as 0.5-genomic kinship. The percentage of pairs for a breed is represented in a separate  
bin on the x-axis. Total percentage of pairs are depicted in grey (Italian Brown), black (Italian Holstein), red  
(Pezzata Rossa), blue (Marchigiana), green (Piedmontese), respectively.

Figure  35: Classical Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) plot of genomic distance for all five breeds
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The opposite is true for the relative position of beef breeds and Pezzata Rossa for 

which the greatest differentiation is due to C3. Piemontese forms the most compact 

cluster and has the shortest distance from the center. Also, it must be observed that, al-

though Pezzata Rossa is a double purpose breed, its cluster is actually more distant 

from dairy breeds as compared to Marchigiana and Piemontese and that Piemontese is 

more distant from Marchigiana than from Pezzata Rossa.  Figure 36 and  37 show ana-

logous calculations restricted to either dairy or beef breeds. In both cases two breeds 

(Brown and Pezzata Rossa in Figure 36, Marchigiana and Piemontese in Figure 37) are 

located in the C1-C2 plane while the remaining population (Holstein or Pezzata Rossa) 

is located in a different quadrant in the C1-C2 plane and is highly dispersed along C3.
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Figure 36: MDS plot of genomic distance for dairy breeds
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4.3.2.4 Bayesian inference 

To estimate the number of genetic clusters within the 2798 cattle samples and 29848 

SNPs, a parametric genetic mixture analysis implemented in the STRUCTURE 2.3.2.1 

software was performed. Between 2 and 5 clusters (K values) were tested using the ad-

mixture model, considering allele frequencies correlated. Consistent results across runs 

were obtained and a clear clustering of breeds was observed for any K tested. Figure

38 shows assignment probabilities depicted with DISTRUCT for K running from 2 to 

5. With K=2 Brown and Holstein clusters are assigned to different populations while 

sires of the other three breeds belong to each cluster with probabilities near 50%. The 

separation becomes shaper when three clusters are imposed in the calculation: in this 

case Marchigiana, Piemontese and Pezzata Rossa sires are assigned to a third cluster 

different from Brown and Holstein (although some noise is present for Piemontese. 

With K=4 Marchigiana also forms a distinct cluster while Piedmontese is assigned 

with comparable probability to either Marchigiana or Pezzata Rossa and more unlikely 

to Brown or Holstein (the noise present for K=3 is basically conserved). Finally, with 

K=5 Piedmontese is assigned a distinct cluster. 
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Figure 37: MDS plot of genomic distance for beef breeds
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Figure 38: Summary plot of Q estimates for K=2,3,4,5

Estimated  membership  coefficients  for  each  individual,  in  each  cluster)  for  
K=2,3,4,5  obtained  with  a  5000  burn-in,  and  35000  MCMC,  under  the  
admixture model, for the breeds analysed. Individuals are represented in breed  
groups separated by vertical lines. Breed is indicated above while the breeds’  
attitude is indicated under each group.  Each individual is represented by a  
single vertical line broken into K coloured segments, with lengths proportional  
to each of the K inferred clusters. Each colour represents the proportion of  
membership (M) of each individual (represented by a vertical line) to the K  
clusters. 
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4.3.2.5 Fixation Index (FST)

Figure 39 shows FST values calculated for all autosomal SNPs and averaged over a 8-

wide SNP window within each chromosome. Calculation results on all populations, 

only on dairy breeds and only on beef breeds are displayed in panels A, B and C, re-

spectively. The cutoff values separating the highest and lowest 1% of points are also 

indicated. In panel A, FST ranges from 0.04 to 0.3 and average FST is 0.077 ± 0.058, 

with the exception of a single FST=0 signal on BTA19 (Bos taurus autosome 19). SNP 

clusters with FST values above 0.0175 (the 99% threshold) are observable on chromo-

somes 3 to 6, 13, 14, 16, 18, 26 and 29. In most cases these peaks are formed by only 

one or two groups of 8 markers, therefore spanning on about 4 Mb. More consistent 

signals  are present on BTA13 and on BTA6, where peaks are formed by of 11 and 4 

groups of markers above the 99% quantile value,  respectively.  A similar pattern is 

shown in Panels B and C, where FST values are calculated for dairy and beef breeds 

separately; the strongest signals are still observed on BTA6. Interestingly, FST obtained 

between dairy breeds are higher than those observed for beef breeds. The peak identi-

fied in dairy breeds (figure 4B) spans from 72.35 Mb to 72.47 Mb on BTA6. Three of 

the four SNPs identified in this region are located in the PDGFRA gene. In beef breeds 

the peak on BTA6 consists of 6 SNPs spanning from 37.32 Mb to 38.76 Mb (fig. 4C). 

This interval contains 15 genes including LAP3 (leucine aminopeptidase 3), a gene in-

volved in  calving  ease.  Figure 40A shows  FST values  for  markers  on BTA6 only, 

without any averaging. Several  markers that have FST above the 99% quantile can be 

observed at 18 millions of base pairs (Mbp), between 36 and 39 Mbp and at 95 Mbp, 

but the strongest signal (considering either the number of SNPs with high FST or the 

maximum value) is observable at ~38 Mbp. The FST calculated for dairy breeds (fig. 

4B) shows a peak formed by four SNPs spanning from 47,23 Mb to 48,30 Mb on 

BTA13. In this region we identified 14 genes among which CDS2 could affect milk fat 

composition. Four SNPs with high FST were also identified on chromosome 13 at posi-

tions 67197635, 67464116, 67490718, 67766784 when considering beef breeds (fig. 

4C). Of the 8 genes in this region, SRC and CTNNBL1 may be a possible candidate 

genes. Figures 5B and 5C show inbreeding coefficients (FIS) calculated within each 

breed. No relevant peaks of FIS values are observable at the coordinates of the  FST 

peaks in Figure 5A.
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Figure 39: Genome wide Manhattan plots of Fixation index (Fst)

Fixation index (FST) has been calculated for all polymorphisms  averaged over a window of 8 SNPs within each  
chromosome and calculated for all five breeds (Panel A), dairy breeds (Panel B) and beef breeds (Panel C). F ST 
for  odd  and  even  chromosomes  are  represented  with  blue  circles  and  red  squares,  respectively.  The  values  
corresponding to the lowest 1% and 99% quantiles are represented with green dashed lines. 
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Figure 40: FST calculated for all markers on BTA6

FST calculated for all markers on BTA6 averaged over a 3 SNP window. The values corresponding to the  
lowest  1%  and  99%  quantiles  are  represented  with  green  dashed  lines.  Panel  B:  Plot  of  inbreeding  
coefficients Fis calculated for all markers on BTA6 within each dairy breed. Values for Brown, Holstein and  
Pezzata Rossa are depicted with a gray line, a black dashed line and a red dot-dashed line. Panel C: Plot of  
inbreeding  coefficients  (Fis)  calculated  for  all  markers  on  BTA6  within  each  dairy  breed.  Values  for  
Marchigiana, Piemontese and Pezzata Rossa are depicted with a blue line, a green dashed line and a red dot-
dashed line

4.3.3 Discussion

In recent studies high-density panels of SNP data have been used to examine popula-

tion structure among cattle breeds and to cluster them into distinct groups (zebu, taur-

ine, or hybrid breeds) ([104], [105], [107], [115]). In this study we investigated the po-

tential of SNP markers to assess the genetic structure of 5 Italian cattle breeds using 

the  BovineSNP50  BeadChips  in  combination  with  Bayesian  and  multidimensional 

scaling approaches. The clustering analysis revealed the complete genetic isolation and 

the absence of admixture in the five breeds considered. These results reflect well the 

characteristics of the considered breeds and the impact of the selection on their genetic 

structure. In particular the multidimensional scaling separated each  breed in five well 

defined clusters. Piedmontese forms the most compact cluster indicating that the selec-

tion activity and the extensive use of artificial insemination was more intensive in this 

breed. It is worth to observe that the double purpose Pezzata Rossa is more distant 

from dairy breeds than beef breeds, suggesting in this breed a a different management 
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of selection and lack of admixture with other dairy breeds. The genetic isolation and 

lack of admixtures among the five breeds are confirmed by Bayesian analysis in which 

the breeds are clustered on the basis of their attitudes. This means that the anthropic 

selection in cattle has led to a genome divergence between the beef and dairy breeds. 

Moreover, the 29848 SNPs utilized allowed to assign individuals to the breed of origin 

with a probability of 0.94% which is higher than those reported in previous studies 

where microsatellite markers were used ([116], [117]) but comparable to values ob-

tained by Ciampolini et al. and Negrini et al. [100], [118].

After analysing the genetic structure of the studied populations, we presented an ap-

plication of selection signatures in the same samples. Mapping the FST values against 

genome location we identified genes with signatures of positive selection involved in 

the biological processes such as reproduction, metabolism of lipids, calving ease. A 

strong selection signal was observed on BTA6 when considering FST across all cattle 

breeds. Interestingly, the FST calculated only in dairy breeds revealed the evidence for 

selection in the region located at 72.45 Mb on chromosome 6, within the PDGFRA 

gene. PDGFRA is associated with β-estradiol which is implicated in the reproduction 

process and in the regulation of calcium level, a molecule involved in milk metabol-

ism. These results are consistent with those obtained by Flori et al. [119] who found a 

positive selection signature in the same region in Holstein cattle breed. Instead, Stella 

et al.  [95] proposed a KIT gene as responsible of selection signature in this region 

among dairy breeds. 

The peak observable at ~38 Mbp on BTA6 in beef breeds was localized near LAP3 

which  can  be  considered  as  possible  candidate  gene.  LAP3 encodes  for  a  leucine 

aminopeptidase, which is responsible of the oxytocin hydrolysis ([120], [121]). Recent 

studies demonstrated the role of LAP3 in calving ease in Norwegian Red cattle [122]. 

A cluster  of  signals  reflecting  strong  evidence  of  selection  was  also  observed  in 

BTA13. When we analysed separately the  FST for beef breeds (Figure 39C) a strong 

peak at position 67 Mbp can be observed. Two interesting genes are located in this re-

gion: SRC and CTNNBL1. SRC is involved in the regulation of actin cytoskeleton and 

in the focal adhesion pathway. Some studies reported the role of focal adhesion path-

way for muscle formation in cattle  [123] and muscle strength and integrity in racing 

horses [124]. The other gene, CTNNBL1 catenin, is associated with body weight and 

height [125]. In human it has been showed to be involved in the Wnt/beta-catenin-sig-
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naling pathway and associated with obesity. In dairy breeds we observed a peak span-

ning 47-48 Mbp on BTA13 near the CDS2 gene which could influence milk fat com-

position; the gene in fact is involved in the phospolipid biosynthetic process. 

4.4 Identification of a short region in chromosome 6 affecting calving 
traits in Piedmontese cattle

4.4.1 Introduction

Reproductive health in livestock is an economically important trait and calving is a 

key element to improve productivity and animal welfare. Difficulties in calving have 

an evident negative impact on the sustainability and profitability of a herd, by adding 

considerable costs for veterinary treatments and forcing slower re-mating. Calving in 

cattle  is  affected by calf  traits  and morphology and by dam characteristics  ([126], 

[127]) and can be described by two traits: maternal calving ease and direct calving 

ease.  Both  refer  to  calving  without  human  intervention,  the  first  attributed  to  the 

mother and the second to the calf. Calving ease is affected by many environmental and 

genetic factors. In addition to birth weight, other important factors as calf shape, the 

size [128–133] of cow pelvic area or the gestation length are involved [134] One of the 

major causes of dystocia is a disproportion between size of the calf at birth and the 

cow birth canal. Thus, the cow physiological predisposition to birth and the calf mor-

phology are the key genetic factors which can be improved by breeding plans  [135]. 

The Estimated Breeding Values (EBVs) for calving ease used in breeding plans are 

measured from three sets of records: calving ease score, birth weight and gestation 

length. Several studies have identified QTLs influencing calving traits and A total of 

53 QTLs for  calving ease are  reported in  public  databases  (http://www.animalgen-

ome.org/cgi-bin/QTLdb/BT/qtraitology?trait_ID=1073).  The estimation  of  EBV and 

the identification of genes significantly associated with calving performance is a chal-

lenging task since the traits show low heritability and the recording is made on scales 

which are subject to breeder’s interpretation. The recent availability of cattle genome-

wide SNP panels could potentially overcome these drawbacks [136]. The aim of this 

study is to identify cattle genome regions possibly affecting direct and maternal calv-

ing performance in the Piedmontese breed, using a genome-wide association study. 

This Italian breed carries muscular hyperplasia  [137] and has been selected for beef 

production. In this work, a medium density SNP marker panel (54,001 SNPs) was used 
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to investigate the genome of 323 Piedmontese bulls for identifying chromosomal re-

gions associated with calving traits. This genome-wide scan let us to discover a 1.8 Mb 

region of chromosome 6, associated with direct calving ease.

4.4.2 Results

4.4.2.1 Preprocessing

Sires and markers with a call rate under 95% were discarded; as well as SNPs having a 

minor allele frequency (MAF) under 2.5%. Sires were checked for abnormally high 

autosomal heterozygosity (FDR 1%) [86]. Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium was checked 

on the filtered data set  [109]; markers were removed from the data set if the P-value 

was less than 0.01. Kinship among sires was estimated directly from genomic data as 

proposed by Astle and Balding  [62]. Three of the 323 sires were excluded having a 

genotype call rate lower than 95% and two for having a too high autosomal heterozy-

gosity. As for markers, 506 out of the 54,001 SNPs of the chip were excluded because 

the ratio of missing genotypes was higher than 5%; 10870 were excluded as showing 

minor allele frequency below 2%; 1372 because they were not in  HWE (P<0.01). The 

final dataset was thus formed by 319 sires and 41333 SNPs. Figure 1 shows the distri-

bution of EBV values for direct calving ease partitioned in five equally spaced classes; 

an acceptable approximation of a normal distribution can be observed for direct calv-

ing ease, with the three central intervals accounting for 75% of sample size; a tiny ex-

treme negative tail which is not mirrored by positive values can be observed. 
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Figure 41: Histogram of EBV values for direct calving ease 
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4.4.2.2 Genomewide scan

Association of SNPs to phenotypes was performed using the Family based Test for As-

sociation to reduce computing time, proposed by Chen and Abecasis  [66]. Kinship 

among sires was treated as a random effect, while SNP genotypes and age were con-

sidered as fixed effects. The model used was:

y=1μ+ Zu+ ug g+ e   (19)

where μ is the mean and 1 is a vector of ones, Zu accounts for polygenic effects, ug 

is the effect of the marker under investigation, g denotes a genotype, and e is a vector 

of residuals. Polygenic effects were estimated by calculating genomic kinship between 

sires using the complete set of filtered SNPs [56], [57]. Genomic control was applied 

and the inflation factor λ was calculated and used to correct significance levels [138]. 

False Discovery Rate control was performed using the Benjamini-Hochberg method 

using a FDR of 0.01. Linkage Disequilibrium (LD) in selected regions was estimated 

calculating  the  r2 coefficient  between  SNPs  using  the  approach  proposed  by  Hao 

[139]. Results of the genome-wide scan for direct calving ease traits are summarized in 

Figure 2A: SNPs are colored chromosome-wise and Log significance levels for the as-

sociation between SNP and traits are shown as a function of marker positions calcu-

lated  concatenating  chromosome  length.  Among  the  41333  polymorphisms,  2030 

(roughly 0.5%) were associated to direct calving ease. A very sharp peak containing 

several SNPs with very high -log10(P*) values can be observed on the first half of 

BTA6, between 37 and 39 millions of base pairs (i.e. between 715 and 720 Mbp relat-

ively to total genome length). The inflation factor λ obtained for the test was 1.03 

showing that, given the number of markers, residual inflation was acceptable. Correc-

tion for λ yielded a total of 1876 significant SNPs; of these, 1833 had a λ-corrected P-

value in the interval 0.05 > P ≥ 0.001 and 43 had a λ-corrected p-value of less than 

0.001. Figure 42 shows SNP association to direct calving ease after the FDR control: 

thirteen SNPs, delimiting the previously described association peak on BTA6 (see Fig-

ure  42),  resulted  to  be  significantly  associated  to  direct  calving  ease.  Significance 

levels  (unadjusted,  P*, and adjusted with the Benjamini-Hochberg method,  Q*) of 

these SNPs, together with the SNP name and position on BTA6 according to Illumina 

54K Beadchip specifications, and the gene in which they are located (if any) are shown 

in Table 7. 
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Several markers have a P-value < 10-7 after the correction for multiple testing and a 

clear association of this chromosomal region with the studied trait can be observed. Al-

lelic effects of the minor allele as compared to major (last column of Table 7) are small 

and positive except for two markers (Hapmap26308-BTC-057761 and ARS-BFGL-

NGS-45457).  Figure 43 shows the region of BTA6 spanned by these 13 SNPs, the 

genes located in the region and the position of the SNPs listed in Table 7; one marker 

(#2) is within the sequence of the LAP3 gene while four (SNPs #5, #6, #7, #8) are loc-

ated in the LCORL gene. 
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Figure 42:  Manhattan plot of Log significance levels of SNPs associated with direct calving  
ease

Results for the entire filtered dataset before the correction for inflation are show. Values above the dot-
dashed green line denote a P*< 0.05. 

Figure 43: Genes in the BTA6 peak

The approximate position and size of genes located in the region (blue rectangles) is shown together with the  
position of each SNP (red numbers and red dashed lines).
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Figure 44 shows r2 estimates of pairwise Linkage Disequilibrium for all polymorph-

isms located in this region: a high correlation between genotype frequencies can be ob-

served even for distant SNPs. Average r2 was 0.426 when all SNP pairs were con-

sidered and comparable values when obtained for SNPs within versus outside of genes 

(0.413 and 0.416 for LAP3/NA and LCORL/NA, respectively) but higher correlation 

was observed between loci within LCORL (r2= 0.637) or between LCORL and LAP3 

(r2= 0.571). 
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SNP # SNP name Position 
(bp)

gene P* Q* A B fB Bβ

1 Hapmap30134BTC
034283

37,852,401 NA 2.38E
09

1.94E
05

C T 0.4
5

8.43E02

2 Hapmap26308BTC
057761

37,963,148 LAP3 8.17E
15

3.38E
10

G A 0.4
0

1.19E01

3 ARSBFGLNGS112812 38,014,255 NA 3.87E
06

1.60E
02

G A 0.3
5

6.85E02

4 ARSBFGLNGS45457 38,102,328 NA 7.97E
13

1.65E
08

T A 0.4
5

9.97E02

5 Hapmap27083BTC
041166

38,212,942  LCOR
L

2.58E
07

1.52E
03

A G 0.3
6

7.50E02

6 Hapmap23507BTC
041133

38,233,089  LCOR
L

3.89E
07

2.01E
03

C A 0.3
6

7.39E02

7 Hapmap31285BTC
041097

38,256,890 LCOR
L

4.11E
11

4.24E
07

T C 0.4
8

9.30E02

8 Hapmap33628BTC
041023

38,326,148 LCOR
L

7.12E
12

9.80E
08

A G 0.4
6

9.85E02

9 Hapmap25414BTC
034877

38479644 NA 2.45E
05

7.78E
02

G A 0.2
7

6.71E02

10 Hapmap32207BTC
034871

38,500,210 NA 2.45E
05

7.78E
02

A G 0.2
7

6.71E02

11 Hapmap28546BTC
072715

38,558,527 NA 4.84E
07

2.22E
03

C G 0.3
8

7.38E02

12 Hapmap27537BTC
060891

38,638,963  NA 1.04E
05

3.90E
02

C T 0.3
9

6.68E02

13 Hapmap31044BTC
071337

38,729,867 NA 2.38E
09

1.94E
05

C T 0.4
6

8.66E02

Table 7: SNPs associated to calving ease from GWAS
Single nucleotide polymorphisms associated to direct calving ease and located on BTA6 in the region comprised  
between 37 and 39 millions of base pairs sorted according to their position on the Illumina panel. SNP name,  
position,  the known region in  which they are located (if  any),  significance levels  both unadjusted (P*) and  
corrected for multiple testing (Q*), allelic frequencies (fB) and effects of the minor  allele (βB). 
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4.4.2.3 SNP discovery, genotyping and analysis

Since the genome wide analysis pointed to a ~1.8 Mb  region associated to direct calv-

ing ease (see Results)  we searched for  further single nucleotide polymorphisms in 

genes included in this region to validate and enrich the results of the genome wide 

scan. We selected eight SNPs in the LAP3 gene and four in the NCAPG gene (Table 1). 

For LAP3 gene three markers were described by Zheng [121], while four SNPs were 

selected  by  screening  in  silico  NCBI  dbSNP  (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/snp/, 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/) and one was present in the Illumina 54K. 

The four SNPs in  NCAPG gene were described by Setoguchi  [140], [141]. The 12 

SNPs were genotyped on 20 bulls selected accordingly to extreme EBV values for dir-

ect calving perfomance (10 in each tail). Primer pairs (Table 8) were designed using 

the primer3 software (http://fokker.wi.mit.edu/primer3/)  and synthesized by Sigma-

Aldrich. Each fragment was amplified with a 1x Fidelity PCR Master Mix (Stratagene, 

Agilent) in a volume of 50µl containing 50ng of genomic DNA and 1pMol of each 

primer. The amplification was carried out on a PTC-100 (MJ Research) following stan-

dard conditions. PCR products were purified through ChargeSwitch (Invitrogen) and 

outsourced to Macrogen Inc. (www.macrogen.com  ,   http://dna.macrogen.com/eng/) for 

sequencing. Sequences were analysed using the BioEdit software [142]. 
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Figure 44: Pairwise LD between SNPs on BTA6 peak

SNP pairs are coloured bye the location of one or both markers for which r2 is  
calculated. SNPs not in the LAP3 or LCORL genes are marked as “NA”.

http://www.macrogen.com/
http://fokker.wi.mit.edu/primer3/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/snp/
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Association between these SNPs and trait values for direct calving ease was assessed 

using a simple linear regression model. Based on the results of genome wide scan we 

decided to genotype further SNPs in genes located in the region where we found a 

strong association with direct calving ease for which the Illumina panel was less rich 

of markers. We selected eight SNPs in LAP3 (only one marker from the Illumina panel 

was located in this gene) and four in NCAPG (not represented in the Illumina panel). 

SNPs #14 to #19 (see Table 9) were in complete Linkage Disequilibrium (r2 = 1) and 

shared the same high association  with direct calving ease; a high positive effect is as-

sociated with the major allele (P*=6.947E-05, adjusted R2=0.572, β=0.395). SNPs #20 

was the only marker in LAP3 not significantly associated with direct calving ease. SNP 

#21 showed a strong but not complete LD with markers #14 to #19 (r2 =0.795); results 

were consequently slightly different: P*=2.910E-04, adjusted R2=0.500 and β=0.378. 

Regarding SNPs analysed in the NCAPG gene, two were weakly associated to direct 

calving ease showing a positive effect associated with the major allele: rs109570900 

(P*=0.010,  R2=0.276,  β=0.279)  and  rs110251642  (P*=0.020,  adjusted  R2=0.223, 

β=0.268). Average Linkage Disequilibrium estimation for all 13 SNPs was r2 =0.551, 
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SNPs in LAP3 Forward Reverse Ta  (°C) PCR p. s. (bp) Reference region**

rs110839532 AGGGAAGGAGA
TGGACAGTATG
GTC

AGAGCCACACC
AGAGAGCACCA

60 810 NCBI dbSNP 3'UTR

rs43702361 " " 60 810 NCBI dbSNP 3'UTR

rs109241256 " " 60 810 NCBI dbSNP 3'UTR

rs41255599 " " 60 810 NCBI dbSNP 3'UTR

rs43702364 GTCATTACCAC
AAGAAAA

AATGTGCCCAC
TTAGGAT

45 278 Zheng et al., 2010 intron 12 (24428-
24878)

rs43702363 " " 45 278 Zheng et al., 2010 intron 12

rs43702362 " " 45 278 Zheng et al., 2010 intron 12

rs109315366 TCTGGATTCTT
GGCCATTTC

GCCAACTCATA
GGCTGGAAG

57 284 Illumina panel Intron 1

SNPs in 
NCAPG

Forward Reverse Ta  (°C) PCR p. s. (bp) Reference

rs109570900 TTTCAGAATGT
GAATTTTGGCT
TA

AGCCAAAAGCA
CTGAAAACAC

56 370 Setoguchi et al. 2009 exon 9

NA* TTCTGTATGTG
CCCGACTGA

TCTGGCAGCTA
AATTAAGCAAA

56 400 Setoguchi et al. 2009 intron

rs110251642 GAGCTTACATG
GGGAGGGTTA

CTTCAAGAAAT
GAGCACCAAA

57 384 Setoguchi et al. 2009 exon 17

NA* TTTTAAGCTCAA
TGGAATCAGGA

TGGAATCGCAC
ACCAGAAAT

57 357 Setoguchi et al. 2009 intron

Table 8: Additional SNPs sequenced in the LAP3 and NCAPG genes
The rs number, forward and reverse sequences, temperature of annealing, PCR product size and gene region are  
shown.
*rs was not available; see the listed reference for complete information
**according to Ensembl Bos taurus version 63.4 (Btau_4.0)

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/snp_ref.cgi?rs=110251642
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/snp_ref.cgi?rs=109570900
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/snp_ref.cgi?rs=41255599
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/snp_ref.cgi?rs=109241256
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/snp_ref.cgi?rs=43702361
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/snp_ref.cgi?rs=110839532
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comparable to that observed between LAP3 and LCORL although estimated on a much 

smaller sample.

4.4.3 Discussion

Today, selection objectives in agriculture pay much attention to robustness, longevity, 

welfare and, more generally, sustainability. Calving ease traits are aimed at these pur-

poses, have a large impact on animal health and farm profitability, and they also make 

feasible to breeders the application of livestock systems [130]. However, antagonistic 

relationships between calving performance and beef production traits in Piedmontese 

[143] lowers the usefulness of classical breeding strategies and highlights the need for 

specific selection strategies. The possibility to select breeding individuals based on 

genotypes at genes affecting calving performances may help to overcome this prob-

lem. Piedmontese is a breed carrying the G1056 mutation in the myostatin gene ([137], 

[144]).  As for  other  mutations  in  myostatin,  calving  ease is  affected although less 

severely than in other affected breeds (e.g. Belgian Blue). Estimates of heritability of 

calving related traits for the Italian Piedmontese population yielded values for the ma-

ternal and direct effects between 0.19 and 0.08 depending of the number of parities and 

the type of effect considered [145]. suggestive QTLs on various chromosomes, affect-

ing calving ease and foetus growth-related traits in cattle are described: Pausch and 

collaborators identified two major loci on BTA 14 and 21  [136]. Several QTLs for 
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Extreme negative Sires Extreme positive Sires

#SNP rs 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1
0

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Genotypes

14 rs43702364 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 2 2

15 rs43702363 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 2 2

16 rs43702362 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 2 2

17 rs110839532 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 2 2

18 rs109241256 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 2 2

19 rs41255599 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 2 2

20 rs41255598 2 2 0 1 1 1 2 1 1 0 2 2 2 2 0 2 1 2 2 1

21 rs109315366 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 0 0 1 2 2 1 0 2 2

Table 9: SNPs in the LAP3 gene
SNP number, SNP name and genotypes for markers selected in the LAP3 gene. Genotypes are coded as 0,1,2; 0  
stands for minor allele homozygote, 1 for the heterozygote and 2 for the major allele homozygote. Columns in  
italics indicate sires with extreme high direct calving ease EBV value
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calving ease are reported in public databases;  In particular, different studies point to 

the existence of QTLs for parturition and foetal growth on chromosome 6 in various 

cattle populations ([146–148]). We performed a genome wide scan of Piedmontese 

cattle breed in Italy, using a medium density chip featuring about 54K SNPs. Results 

showed a cluster of 13 SNPs in a 1.8 Mb wide region of BTA6 all significantly associ-

ated (P*<0.001) with direct calving ease. Three interesting genes are located in this re-

gion: LAP3, encoding for a leucine aminopeptidase, which is responsible of the oxyto-

cin hydrolysis ([120], [121]); NCAPG, encoding for a non-SMC condensin I complex, 

which has been associated, in cattle, with foetal growth and carcass size ([140], [141]); 

LCORL, encoding for a ligand dependent nuclear receptor corepressor-like, which af-

fects human height and also controls stature in cattle in high correlation with NCAPG 

[63]. 

Estimation of LD showed that markers located in LAP3 (one marker) and LCORL 

(four markers) were correlated but unfortunately no SNPs from the Illumina panel 

were found within NCAPG. Thus, we enriched the SNP set for LAP3 and NCAPG, 

genotyping a subset of sires with extreme EBVs; eight and four SNPs were selected in 

LAP3 and NCAPG, respectively. Of these, seven in LAP3 and two in NCAPG were 

significanty associated with the trait; moreover the markers in LAP3 were in complete 

LD, pointing to the existence of a possible selection signature, to be confirmed by ana-

lysing a larger number of animals. Thus, the results of additional genotyping fully con-

firmed the findings of the genome-wide scan. LAP3 gene, being involved in oxytocin 

methabolism and hence in maternal calving effects, may not influence direct calving 

ease. In this case, its alleles may be in Linkage Disequilibrium with the alleles of the 

other two relevant genes in the region.

It is well known that the modulation of genes implied in foetal growth is often under 

epigenetic parental control (genetic imprinting). In general, the paternal allele of im-

printed genes  up-regulates the foetal growth whereas the maternal one acts in the op-

posite way (“Parental tug of war” [149], or “Sex conflict”), in order to preserve its re-

productive efficiency. According to our results, we can figure out that NCAPG, and 

probably LCORL, genes are involved in the regulation of foetal growth and direct 

calving ease and that they could be under imprinted parental control. Following our 

hypothesis the paternal genotype at these two loci should limit or increase the positive 

influence of these genes on foetal growth. Recently it has been shown that a poly-
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morphism in the NCAPG gene (rs109570900, 1326T>G) is significantly associated to 

cell division [150], to adult human height ([151], [152]) and to an increase in bovine 

carcass weight at puberty ([140], [141]). Our analysis reveals a weak association of 

both rs109570900 and rs110251642 to direct calving ease and a positive effect linked 

to the homozygote genotypes for the major allele (T/T in rs109570900 and C/C in 

rs110251642).  These  results  confirm the  existence  of  an  antagonistic  relationships 

between calving performance and beef production traits [143].
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5 Summary of results 

5.1 Water buffalo genome assembly

Water buffalo is a fundamental asset to the lives of small farmers and to the economy 

of many countries worldwide in particular in developing countries in South East Asia. 

As the results on cattle presented in this work shows, modern genomics techniques 

may lead to a variety of biological results and potential animal breeding applications. 

Since any almost any genomic investigation is based on the availability of a reference 

genome the importance of the water buffalo genome assembly that is still being com-

pleted is clear. Preliminary results of the guided assembly confirms the high similarity 

between water buffalo and cattle which may be of fundamental importance to further 

advance water buffalo genomics exploiting vast amount of cattle genetic/genomic re-

sources.

5.2 Candidate genes in Italian Brown

Candidate genes were selected on the basis of known relationships between physiolo-

gical or biochemical processes and on evidence of their significant association with 

milk production traits in various species. Seven SNPs were found to be associated to 

one or two traits. Of these, CSN1S1_26181 already showed intensive selection of the 

A allele while the remaining SNPs had comparable allelic frequencies even when a 

less common genotype was present (e.g. TT for LGB_5261 and THRSP_rs42714483); 

these polymorphisms can thus be considered as selection targets, particularly when al-

leles associated to high DYD values have a suitable frequency in the population. On 

these premises, OXT and can be considered a good GAS (Gene assisted selection) can-

didates for milk yield, and LGB for both milk and protein yield. LGB genotypes posit-

ively associated to milk and protein yield are already quite common in the analysed 

population, but their frequency could be further increased. 

Summarising, we proved association between six of the analysed genes and the se-

lected traits in Brown breed. Since the actual usefulness of gene/traits associations in 

artificial breeding must be tested in any population studied, our work provides useful 

information that could be used for selection purposes in Italian Brown breed. ANARB 

already includes k casein alleles in GAS  programs: the identified alleles present at 
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suitable frequency could be included in ongoing selection programs affecting poly-

genic traits. The findings of this study indicate that both SNPs within LGB are a good 

candidates deserving further detailed studies on their functional mechanisms.

5.3 Assessment of population structure in five Italian cattle breeds 

Recently many innovative tools, such as medium or high density SNP chips, have been 

developed for various domesticated species. Due to their abundance and to the 

availability of high throughput analysis technologies, SNP markers are replacing 

microsatellite loci and have begun the most suitable markers for population genetic 

analyses in cattle.  Using a high density SNP panel we could  assess  the  genetic 

structure of 5 Italian cattle breeds. Both MDS and Bayesian clustering indicate  the 

effects  of    anthropic  selection,  particularly  revealing  a  strong  genetic  divergence 

between  beef  and  dairy  breeds.  Moreover  we  could  identify  selection  signatures 

peculiar of each breed type, which suggested selection for genes involved in milk or 

meat  traits.  We will  further  study these regions  and the  genes  harboured in  these 

regions, trying to associate genetic variations with breed characteristics.

5.4 Identification of a short region in chromosome 6 affecting calving 
traits in Piedmontese cattle

Our genome-wide association study shows the power of EBVs in resolving the genetic 

complexity of heritable traits. The analysis of 323 bulls by a medium density SNP 

marker panel revealed that several SNPs were significantly associated with direct calv-

ing ease. A very strong signal was detected in a region comprised between 37.8 and 

38.7 Mb on BTA6. Five of the markers in this region were within genes: one in the 

leucine aminopeptidase 3 (LAP3) gene, and four in the ligand dependent nuclear re-

ceptor corepressor-like (LCORL) gene. Linkage Disequilibrium analysis showed high 

correlation between SNPs located in LAP3 and LCORL as compared to all significant 

SNPs. Then, we genotyped additional SNPs within in two subsets of bulls showing ex-

treme EBVs; eight SNPs were genotyped in LAP3 and four in non-SMC condensin I 

complex, subunit G (NCAPG) for which no polymorphisms were present in the SNP 

marker panel; the results of this additional association analysis fully confirmed the res-

ults of the genome-wide scan. Minor allele frequencies for significant SNPs ranged 

from 0.25 to 0.45 meaning that all SNPs can be considered as selection targets to im-

prove the frequency of the favorable allele.
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5.5 Conclusions

This  work gives  a glimpse of the impact  that  current  (and future) sequencing and 

bioinformatics techniques have on biology. Starting from shotgun sequencing a draft 

genome may be obtained; comparing variations to this reference allows to unravel ge-

netics diversity between populations of the same species or subspecies, and to link ge-

netic information to almost every kind of trait information available. The ever decreas-

ing cost of sequencing allows for continuous enlargement of samples and for improve-

ment of references and SNP panels. Also, with decreasing costs, several sequencing 

projects for farm or wild (and maybe endangered) species may become feasible. Gen-

omics applications to animal (or plant) breeding may have drastic consequences on 

several fundamental issues for world economics and politics given the impact that easy 

and convenient genetic improvement of farm animals may have on the necessity to 

feed an (increasing) world population of seven billion people in a susteinable way: ge-

netically improved animals may be able to feed in poorer and/or different environ-

ments, may be more resistant to diseases or require less care by man and finally they 

may be able to yield better products in greater quantities.
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